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Qpttjcmf!Pckfdujwft;��%FDJTJPO�.BLJOH�"DDFQUJOH�%JWFSTJUZ�-JTUFOJOH�$PNQSPNJTJOH����

Offet;!�:PV�XJMM�OFFE�B�MJOF�PO�UIF�ºPPS�GPS�UIJT�POF���DJSDVMBS�PS�TUSBJHIU���:PV�DPVME�VTF�NBTL�
JOH�UBQF�PS�BO�BDUJWJUZ�SPQF�PG�TPNF�TPSU�JG�ZPV�IBWF�POF�

Qspdfevsf;��$MFBS�UIF�DFOUFS�PG�UIF�SPPN�BT�NVDI�BT�QPTTJCMF�	ZPV�XJMM�¹OE�BT�ZPV�SFBE�PO�UIBU�
*�MJLF�UP�®DMFBS�UIF�DFOUFS�PG�UIF�SPPN¯�B�MPUHFUT�UIF�PYZHFO�NPWJOH
���*G�UIF�TUSBJHIU�MJOF�JT�FBTJ�
FTU�GPS�ZPV�KVTU�QMBDF�TPNF�NBTLJOH�UBQF�EPXO�UIF�DFOUFS�PG�UIF�ºPPS���*±MM�VTF�UIF�DJSDMF�GPSNBUJPO�
IFSF�JO�NZ�EFTDSJQUJPO�

"TL�ZPVS�TUVEFOUT�UP�TUBOE�BSPVOE�UIF�PVUTJEF�PG�UIF�DJSDMF���:PV�XJMM�BTL�UIFN�UP�EFDJEF�PO�POF�
PG�UXP�DIPJDFT�GSPN�FBDI�RVFTUJPO�ZPV�BSF�HPJOH�UP�BTL���*G�UIFZ�BSF�NPSF�MJLF�UIF�¹STU�DIPJDF�TUFQ�
JOUP�UIF�DJSDMF���*G�UIFZ�BSF�NPSF�MJLF�UIF�TFDPOE�DIPJDF�TUBZ�UP�UIF�PVUTJEF�PG�UIF�DJSDMF���-FBWF�B�
MJUUMF�UJNF�CFUXFFO�FBDI�RVFTUJPO�UP�HJWF�UIF�TUVEFOUT�B�DIBODF�UP�TFF�XIP�JT�TUBOEJOH�XJUI�UIFN���
*�XJMM�QMBZ�UIJT�POF�UPP�KVTU�TUFQQJOH�JO�BOE�PVU�BT�*�SFBE�

5IBU±T�UIF�TJNQMF�HJTU���*�MJLF�UP�VTF�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ�BT�NZ�JOUSPEVDUJPO�UP�UIF�QSPDFTT�PG�BDUJWF�MFBSO�
JOHHFUUJOH�VQ�BOE�NPWJOH�BSPVOE���*�LFFQ�JU�TJNQMF�UIF�¹STU�UJNF�XJUI�KVTU�B�MJUUMF�QSPDFTTJOH�
BGUFS���%PXO�UIF�SPBE�*�DBO�VTF�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ�BHBJO�UP�CSJOH�PVU�NPSF�QFSTPOBM�QFSTQFDUJWFT�PO�UIF�
RVFTUJPOT�

Opuf;!�*�IBWF�IBE�B�HSFBU�EFBM�PG�GVO�XJUI�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ���*�USZ�UP�FODPVSBHF�NZ�TUVEFOUT�
UP�UIJOL�NPSF�BCPVU�UIF�DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT�PG�UIF�DIPJDFT���*�XJMM�PGUFO�IFBS�®#VU�*�EPO±U�MJLF�
FJUIFS�¯��:PV�NJHIU�IFMQ�UIFN�B�CJU�CZ�EFTDSJCJOH�TPNF�PG�UIF�DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT�PG�UIF�JUFNT���
5IJT�NJHIU�IFMQ�UIFN�®HFU�PVU�PG�UIF�CPY¯�TP�UP�TQFBL�

5IF�MJTU�CFMPX�JT�OPU�JO�BOZ�TPSU�PG�PSEFS���:PV�DBO�QJDL�BOE�DIPPTF�UIF�RVFTUJPOT�UIBU�XJMM�TFSWF�
ZPVS�QVSQPTF�BU�UIF�UJNF���:PV�NJHIU�XBOU�UP�BEE�RVFTUJPOT�PG�ZPVS�PXO�

� � Bsf!Zpv!Npsf!Mjlf///
DIPDPMBUF�PS�TUSBXCFSSJFT 
B�DBSQFU�PS�B�XPPE�ºPPS 

B�IBSE�DPWFS�PS�QBQFSCBDL�CPPL 
TLJN�NJML�PS��� 

� � � � � B�DIBJS�PS�B�DPVDI � �
BQQMFT�PS�PSBOHFT 
QBOUT�PS�TIPSUT 

B�CBUI�PS�B�TIPXFS 
KFBOT�PS�LIBLJT 
HMBTT�PS�QMBTUJD 

B�CVOL�CFE�PS�B�UXJO�CFE 
B�CVT�PS�B�QMBOF 
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 1 Video)
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B�CSBDFMFU�PS�B�OFDLMBDF 
TPMJET�PS�TUSJQFT 
TBOEBMT�PS�TIPFT 
TIBEF�PS�TVO 

DVSTJWF�PS�QSJOUJOH 
CVUUFSFE�PS�QMBJO�QPQDPSO 
QPUBUP�DIJQT�PS�QSFU[FMT 

B�SVO�PS�B�XBML 
TPEB�PS�XBUFS 

QBOJD�PS�SFMBYFE 
HFM�PS�QBTUF 

B�XFFLEBZ�PS�B�XFFLFOE 
$IJD�'JMFU��PS�.D%POBMET� 

MPOH�IBJS�PS�TIPSU�IBJS 
GBDU�PS�¹DUJPO 

"JS�NBJM�PS�&�NBJM 
QFBOVU�PS�QMBJO 
B�DBU�PS�B�EPH 

TBMUFE�PS�VOTBMUFE 
UIF�FTDBMBUPS�PS�UIF�TUBJST 

B�DIPDPMBUF�PS�PBUNFBM�DPPLJF 
$IFFSJPT��PS�DPSO�ºBLFT �

NBUI�PS�BSU 
DPVOUSZ�PS�SPDL�NVTJD 
UIF�PDFBO�PS�B�SJWFS 
B�QFO�PS�B�QFODJM 

¹TI�PS�TUFBL 
B�EFTL�UPQ�PS�MBQ�UPQ�DPNQVUFS 

�61��PS�4QSJUF� 
EJFU�PS�SFHVMBS 
QBTUB�PS�SJDF 

DIFFTF�PS�QFQQFSPOJ 
IBNCVSHFST�PS�IPU�EPHT 

BO�BNVTFNFOU�QBSL�PS�B�XBUFS�QBSL 
"SNZ�PS�/BWZ 

GSVJU�PS�WFHFUBCMF 
UFMFWJTJPO�PS�SBEJP 
B�$%�PS�B�DBTTFUUF 

¦.BSF!ZPV!NPSF!MJLF///@.¦.¦.¦.¦.¦
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Pctfswbujpot0Rvftujpot;
�� 8IP�DBO�UIJOL�PG�BOPUIFS�QBJS�UP�DIPPTF�GSPN 

�� %JE�BOZPOF�IBWF�USPVCMF�EFDJEJOH ��8IZ �

�� )PX�NBOZ�PG�ZPV�NJHIU�IBWF�NBEF�B�DIPJDF�CBTFE�PO�XIBU�POF�PG�ZPVS�GSJFOE�EFDJEFE 

�� %JE�BOZPOF�OPU�XBOU�UP�TUFQ�JOUP�UIF�DFOUFS�FWFO�JG�ZPV�XFSF�NPSF�MJLF�UIF�¹STU��DIPJDF ��
8IZ 

�� 8BT�UIFSF�FWFS�KVTU�POF�QFSTPO�JO�UIF�DFOUFS ����PO�UIF�PVUTJEF ��8IBU�XBT�UIBU�MJLF 

�� *T�JU�IBSE�UP�NBLF�DIPJDFT�TPNFUJNFT ��8IBU�NBLFT�JU�EJG¹DVMU 

�� 8IBU�TPSUT�PG�DIPJDFT�NJHIU�XF�CF�NBLJOH�JO�PVS�DMBTTSPPN 

�� 8JMM�XF�BMM�NBLF�UIF�TBNF�DIPJDFT ��8IZ�OPU �

�� 8IBU�NJHIU�CF�TPNF�OFHBUJWF�BTQFDUT�PG�CFJOH�EJGGFSFOU 

�� 8IBU�BSF�TPNF�TLJMMT�XF�NJHIU�OFFE�UP�QSBDUJDF�UP�XPSL�UISPVHI�PVS�EJGGFSFODFT�JO�UIJT�
DMBTT 

�� 8IBU�NJHIU�CF�TPNF�QPTJUJWF�BTQFDUT�PG�CFJOH�XJMMJOH�UP�CF�EJGGFSFOU 

�

�

Wbsjbujpot;
�� *G�ZPV�XBOU�UP�BEE�B�DIPJDF�GPS�VOEFDJEFET�PS�UIF�®XPVME�SBUIFS�IFBS�¹OHFS�OBJMT�ESBHHFE�

BDSPTT�UIF�DIBMLCPBSE�UIBO�QJDL�POF�PG�UIF�UXP¯�UIFO�IBWF�UIFTF�TUVEFOUT�QVU�POF�GPPU�
JOUP�UIF�DJSDMF�BOE�MFBWF�POF�GPPU�PVUTJEF�UIF�DJSDMF���%P�UIF�TBNF�TUVEFOUT�®TJU�PO�UIF�
GFODF¯ ��8IZ 

Puifs!Jefbt;
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: Keep an eye on spacing as players move from
one side of the center line to another and while grouping up to talk
with each other. 

If you are concerned with proximity issues, just have players
raise a hand for one preference and keep hands down for the 
other. 
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41!Tfdpoet!'!uif!Cjh!Rvftujpo
Kjn!Dbjo!

Qpttjcmf!Pckfdujwft;��7FSCBM�$PNNVOJDBUJPO�4IBSJOH�%FDJTJPO�.BLJOH�-JTUFOJOH���

Offet;��&BDI�TUVEFOU�XJMM�OFFE�B����Y����CMBOL�OPUF�DBSE�BOE�B�QFODJM���*G�ZPV�QMBO�UP�VTF�UIF�
RVFTUJPOT�JODMVEFE�XJUI�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ�UIFO�NBLF�B�DPQZ�GPS�ZPVSTFMG���5IJT�XBZ�ZPV�DBO�DIFDL�PGG�UIF�
RVFTUJPOT�ZPV�BTL�BOE�SFUVSO�UP�UIF�VOBTLFE�QPSUJPO�BU�BOPUIFS�UJNF�

Qspdfevsf;��$MFBS�B�CJH�PQFO�TQBDF�JO�ZPVS�SPPN�

41!Tfdpoet
1BSUOFS�VQB�HSPVQ�PG�UISFF�XJMM�XPSL�¹OF�BMTP�JG�ZPV�OFFE�UP�NBLF�POF���	:PV�DPVME�QMBZ�BT�XFMM�
KVTU�DBSSZ�UIF�RVFTUJPOT�BSPVOE�XJUI�ZPV�
��"TL�UIF�TUVEFOUT�UP�GPSNBMMZ�JOUSPEVDF�UIFNTFMWFT�UP�
UIFJS�QBSUOFS���/PX�BTL�UIF�TUVEFOUT�B�RVFTUJPO�GSPN�UIF�RVFTUJPO�TIFFUT�	TFF�QHT�������
���5IF�
QBJST�IBWF����TFDPOET�UPUBM�UP�TIBSF�UIFJS�BOTXFST�XJUI�FBDI�PUIFS���*G�ZPV�XBOU�UP�HJWF�UIFN�B����
TFDPOE�XBSOJOH�BT�B�TXJUDI�DVF�ZPV�DBO���"GUFS����TFDPOET�DBMM�®DIBOHF�¯��&BDI�TUVEFOU�IBT�UP�
¹OE�B�EJGGFSFOU�QBSUOFS�UP�TUBOE�XJUI���3FQFBU�UIF�QSPDFTT��GPSNBM�JOUSPEVDUJPO�RVFTUJPO����TFD�
POET���®$IBOHF�¯��$POUJOVF�UIF�QSPDFTT�BT�MPOH�BT�UIF�FOFSHZ�JT�HPPE�

41!Tfdpoet�QSPWJEFT�BO�PQQPSUVOJUZ�GPS�JOUFSBDUJPO�XJUI�NBOZ�TUVEFOUT�JO�UIF�DMBTT���5IF�DIJM�
ESFO�DBO�MFBSO�B�CJU�NPSF�BCPVU�FBDI�PUIFS�BOE�QSBDUJDF�UIPTF�DPNNVOJDBUJPO�TLJMMT�

Uif!Cjh!Rvftujpo
&JUIFS�PG�UIFTF�UXP�HBNFT�DBO�CF�QMBZFE�TFQBSBUFMZ�CVU�*�MJLF�UP�VTF�UIFN�POF�BGUFS�UIF�PUIFS���%VS�
JOH�41!Tfdpoet�UIF�TUVEFOUT�BSF�BTLFE�RVFTUJPOT���6TJOH�UIFTF�RVFTUJPOT�BT�B�NPEFM�UIF�TUV�
EFOUT�UFOE�UP�QSFTFOU�NPSF�JOUFSFTUJOH�RVFTUJPOT�GPS�Uif!Cjh!Rvftujpo/��*G�Uif!Cjh!Rvftujpo�JT�
QMBZFE�CZ�JUTFMG�TPNF�HSPVQT�TUSVHHMF�UP�DPNF�VQ�XJUI�RVFTUJPOT�CFDBVTF�UIFZ�BSF�OPU�SFBMMZ�TVSF�
XIBU�TPSU�PG�UIJOHT�UIFZ�DPVME�BTL���"OZXBZ�PO�XJUI�UIF�HBNF�

(JWF�FBDI�TUVEFOU�B�CMBOL����Y����OPUF�DBSE���"TL�FBDI�TUVEFOU�UP�XSJUF�PO�UIF�DBSE�B�RVFTUJPO�UIFZ�
NJHIU�BTL��

�� TPNFPOF�XIFO�UIFZ�¹STU�NFFU��

�� UIFJS�GBWPSJUF�BDUSFTT�PS�BDUPS�

�� TPNFPOF�JO�UIFJS�DMBTTSPPN�

�� B�GSJFOE�

�� UIFJS�QBSFOUT�

�� UIF�1SFTJEFOU�
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 1 Video)
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8IFO�FWFSZPOF�IBT�B�RVFTUJPO�QBJS�VQ���)BWF�UIFN�QPMJUFMZ�JOUSPEVDF�UIFNTFMWFT���(JWF�UIF�QBJST�
���TFDPOET�UP�BTL�BOE�BOTXFS�UIFJS�UXP�RVFTUJPOT���"GUFS����TFDPOET�BTL�UIF�TUVEFOUT�UP�FYDIBOHF�
DBSET�XJUI�UIFJS�QSFTFOU�QBSUOFS�UIFO�¹OE�B�EJGGFSFOU�QBSUOFS���3FQFBU�UIF�QSPDFTT��JOUSPEVDUJPO����
TFDPOET�GPS�RVFTUJPOT�FYDIBOHF�DBSET�DIBOHF�QBSUOFST���$POUJOVF�UIF�HBNF�BT�MPOH�BT�UIF�FOFSHZ�
JT�HPPE��

*G�*�IBWF�UIF�UJNF�*�MJLF�UP�DPMMFDU�BMM�UIF�DBSET���"U�SBOEPN�*±MM�QJDL�B�DBSE�BOE�BTL�UIF�RVFTUJPO�UP�
UIF�FOUJSF�DMBTT�UP�¹OE�PVU�TPNF�PG�UIF�BOTXFST�UIBU�XFSF�HJWFO�BOE�NBZCF�FWFO�DPNF�VQ�XJUI�B�
GFX�NPSF��

.S��$BJO�TIBSFE�POF�PG�UIF�NPTU�JOUFSFTUJOH�QPOEFSBCMFT�TP�GBS��®8IFSF�EPFT�UIF�XIJUF�HP�BGUFS�UIF�
TOPX�NFMUT ¯

Pctfswbujpot0Rvftujpot;
�� 8BT�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�FBTZ�PS�IBSE�GPS�ZPV ��&YQMBJO 

�� 8BT����TFDPOET�UPP�MPOH�PS�UPP�TIPSU 

�� %JE�ZPV�MFBSO�BOZUIJOH�OFX�BCPVU�ZPVS�DMBTTNBUFT �%JE�BOZ�PG�UIFJS�SFTQPOTFT��� �
TVSQSJTF�ZPV ��8IZ 

�� 8IP�SFNFNCFST�UIFJS�PSJHJOBM�RVFTUJPO ��%JE�ZPV�HFU�B�TBUJTGBDUPSZ�BOTXFS 

�� %JE�ZPV�MFBSO�BOZUIJOH�OFX�GSPN�UIF�RVFTUJPOT�UIBU�XFSF�USBEFE�UP�ZPV 

�� 8IBU�JT�UIF�JNQPSUBODF�PG�BTLJOH�RVFTUJPOT �

�� *T�JU�IBSE�PS�EJG¹DVMU�GPS�ZPV�UP�BTL�RVFTUJPOT 

�� 8IBU�QSFWFOUT�ZPV�GSPN�BTLJOH�RVFTUJPOT 

�� )PX�DBO�XF�FODPVSBHF�FBDI�PUIFS�UP�BTL�RVFTUJPOT�JO�UIJT�DMBTT 

�

�

Wbsjbujpot;
�� "T�ZPV�QMBZ�41!Tfdpoet�QBTT�UIF�TIFFU�PG�RVFTUJPOT�UP�EJGGFSFOU�TUVEFOUT���8IFO�UIF�

RVFTUJPO�BTLFS�TBZT�®DIBOHF¯�TIF�QBTTFT�UIF�QBQFS�UP�TPNFPOF�FMTF�

�� 'PS�Uif!Cjh!Rvftujpo�IBWF�UIF�TUVEFOUT�XSJUF�RVFTUJPOT�PO�B�DMBTT�SFWJFX�UPQJD�TP�UIFZ�
DBO�TUVEZ�XIJMF�UIFZ�QMBZ�

Puifs!Jefbt;
�� 'PS������RVFTUJPOT�UP�IFMQ�PQFO�ZPVS�TUVEFOUT±�NJOET�BOE�HFOFSBUF�DSFBUJWF�UIJOLJOH�BOE�

QSPCMFN�TPMWJOH�CVZ�B�DPQZ�PG�-BSSZ�&DLFSU±T�®*G�"OZCPEZ�"TLT�.F���¯�	TFF�3FGFSFODFT
�

)P
UI
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T*
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: Use concentric circles to keep players safely spaced - 
a circle of spots on the inside, players facing out and a circle of spots on
the outside, players facing in - directly across from a player on the inside
circle. All spots are 6 feet (2 m) from each other in all directions. 
(See Part 1 video) 
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��� *G�JU�XFSFO±U�GPS�TDIPPM�XIBU�EP�ZPV�UIJOL�ZPV�XPVME�ZPV�CF�EPJOH ��8IZ 

���� %FTDSJCF�IPX�ZPV�LOPX�ZPV�BSF�JO�B�HPPE�TDIPPM�

����� 8IBU�JT�UIF�NPTU�WBMVBCMF�XBZ�ZPV�DBO�IFMQ�ZPVS�TDIPPM ��8IZ 

���� *O�XIBU�XBZ�EP�ZPV�IPQF�UIJT�XJMM�CF�B�CFUUFS�ZFBS �)PX�DBO�ZPV�IFMQ�NBLF�JU�IBQQFO 

���� )PX�XPVME�JU�CF�UP�IBWF�ZFBS�SPVOE�TDIPPM ��8IZ 

���� )PX�NVDI�BVUIPSJUZ�TIPVME�TUVEFOUT�IBWF�JO�TFUUJOH�TDIPPM�QPMJDJFT ��8IZ 

���� :PVS�TDIPPM�IBT�B�TVHHFTUJPO�CPY���8IBU�JEFB	T
�XPVME�ZPV�XSJUF�UP�NBLF�ZPVS�TDIPPM�B�� �����
CFUUFS�QMBDF ��8IZ 

���� )PX�XPVME�ZPV�GFFM�BCPVU�CFJOH�.$�PG�B�QSPHSBN�JO�GSPOU�PG�BMM�UIF�TUVEFOUT�BOE�UFBDIFST �
8IZ 

���� 8IBU±T�ZPVS�PQJOJPO�BCPVU�NBMF�DIFFSMFBEFST�JO�IJHI�TDIPPM ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 

����8IBU�TDIPPM�TVCKFDU�XPVME�ZPV�SBUIFS�TUVEZ�XJUIPVU�B�UFYUCPPL ��8IZ 

������"MM�UIF�TUVEFOUT�TUBOE�DMBQ�BOE�DIFFS�POF�EBZ�XIFO�ZPV�FOUFS�UIF�SPPN���)PX�XPVME�� �������
ZPV�GFFM �8IZ �

���� 8IP�HFUT�NPSF�SFTQFDU�BU�ZPVS�TDIPPM���GFNBMFT�PS�NBMFT ��)PX�DBO�ZPV�UFMM 

�����4IPVME�IJHI�TDIPPM�TUVEFOUT�CF�SFRVJSFE�UP�EP�DPNNVOJUZ�TFSWJDF�CFGPSF�UIFZ�HSBEVBUF ��8IZ�
PS�XIZ�OPU 

���� 4IPVME�1&�CF�B�SFRVJSFNFOU�JO�TDIPPM ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 

���� 8IFO�JT�JU�BQQSPQSJBUF�UP�TIBSF�ZPVS�IPNFXPSL ��8IZ 

���� 4PNF�QVCMJD�TDIPPMT�SVO�NBMF�POMZ�BOE�GFNBMF�POMZ�DMBTTFT���*G�ZPV�IBE�UIF�DIBODF�XPVME�ZPV�
HP�UP�B�TDIPPM�MJLF�UIJT ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 

�����)PX�EP�TUVEFOUT�BU�ZPVS�TDIPPM�USFBU�PUIFS�TUVEFOUT�XIP�BSF�°EJGGFSFOU± ��%P�ZPV�BQQSPWF�PG�
UIJT�USFBUNFOU ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 

�����%P�ZPV�TFF�IJHI�TDIPPM�HSBEVBUJPO�NPSF�BT�UIF�°FOE±�PS�UIF�°CFHJOOJOH±�GPS�ZPV ��*O�XIBU�XBZ 

�����"�TUVEFOU�DBO�MFHBMMZ�ESPQ�PVU�PG�IJHI�TDIPPM�BOZ�UJNF�BGUFS����ZFBST�PG�BHF���*T�UIJT�MBX�SFBTPO�
BCMF�PS�TIPVME�FWFSZ�TUVEFOU�CF�SFRVJSFE�UP�DPNQMFUF����HSBEFT ��8IZ 

����*G�ZPV�XFSF�PO�ZPVS�TDIPPM±T�4UVEFOU�$PVODJM�IPX�NPUJWBUJPOBM�EP�ZPV�UIJOL�ZPV�DPVME�� �
CF�UP�UIF�SFTU�PG�UIF�TUVEFOUT ��8IZ 

���� 8PVME�ZPV�SBUIFS�BUUFOE�B�MBSHF�TDIPPM�XJUI�IVOESFET�PG�TUVEFOUT�PS�B�TNBMMFS�TDIPPM�PG�BCPVU�
UXP�IVOESFE ��8IZ 
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Hbnft!gps!Ufbdifst�����

���� 5IF�#PBSE�PG�&EVDBUJPO�JO�ZPVS�UPXO�BTLT�ZPVS�PQJOJPO�BCPVU�NBLJOH�UIF�TDIPPM�EBZ�MPOHFS�GPS�
BMM�TUVEFOUT���8IBU�XPVME�ZPV�UFMM�UIFN ��8IZ �

���� 8IFO�ZPVS�UFBDIFS�BOE�QBSFOUT�EJTBHSFF�PO�TPNFUIJOH�XIP�EP�ZPV�VTVBMMZ�UFOE�UP�TJEF�XJUI ��
8IZ 

����0UIFS�UIBO�BDUVBMMZ�CFJOH�JMM�XIBU�XPVME�CF�B�SFBTPO�JNQPSUBOU�FOPVHI�GPS�ZPV�UP�DBMM�JO�°TJDL±�
UP�TDIPPM ��)BT�UIJT�FWFS�IBQQFOFE 

�����$POTJEFSJOH�ZPVS�XPSTU�NFNPSZ�PG�TDIPPM�TP�GBS�IPX�XFMM�DPVME�ZPV�MJWF�UISPVHI�UIBU�JG�JU�IBQ�
QFOFE�BHBJO ��8IZ 

����4IPVME�TDIPPM�PG¹DJBMT�CF�BCMF�UP�DIFDL�PVU�TUVEFOU�MPDLFST ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU �*G�TP�VOEFS�
XIBU�DPOEJUJPOT 

���� 4IPVME�B�WFSZ�BCPWF�BWFSBHF�TUVEFOU�CF�BMMPXFE�UP�NPWF�BIFBE�B�HSBEF�PS�UXP ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�
OPU 

����:PV�BSF�BO�FYDFQUJPOBMMZ�HJGUFE�TUVEFOU���"TTVNJOH�JU�XBT�ZPVS�PXO�DIPJDF�XPVME�ZPV�XBOU�UP�
NPWF�BIFBE�B�HSBEF�PS�UXP ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 

�����:PVS�TDIPPM�BTLT�GPS�TVHHFTUJPOT�PO�IPX�UP�NBLF�UIF�MJCSBSZ�NPSF�WBMVBCMF�UP�TUVEFOUT���8IBU�
TVHHFTUJPO�XPVME�ZPV�HJWF ��8IZ 

����.PTU�TUVEFOUT�EP�OPU�MJLF�TDIPPM�QSFQBSFE�MVODIFT���8IBU�JEFBT�XPVME�ZPV�IBWF�GPS�NBLJOH�
MVODIFT�NPSF�QPQVMBS�BGGPSEBCMF�BOE�BU�UIF�TBNF�UJNF�TUJMM�BT�OVUSJUJPVT�BT�QPTTJCMF 

�����8IBU�JT�UIF�NPTU�FGGFDUJWF�UFDIOJRVF�ZPV�VTF�JO�TUVEZJOH�GPS�B�UFTU 

���� )PX�NVDI�PG�B�GSJFOE�EP�ZPV�UIJOL�UFBDIFST�TIPVME�CF�XJUI�UIFJS�TUVEFOUT ��8IZ 

���� %P�UFBDIFST�JO�ZPVS�TDIPPM�IBOEMF�EJTDJQMJOF�QSPCMFNT�XFMM�PS�DPVME�JU�CF�EPOF�NPSF�FGGFD�
UJWFMZ ��)PX 

���� *G�ZPV�XFSF�B�UFBDIFS�IPX�XPVME�ZPV�LFFQ�TUVEFOUT�ZPVS�BHF�JOUFSFTUFE�JO�MFBSOJOH 

���� "T�B�TDIPPM�QSJODJQBM�ZPV�CFDPNF�BXBSF�UIBU�TFWFSBM�TUVEFOUT�BSF�HFUUJOH�QFSNBOFOU�UBUUPPT�
SFTVMUJOH�JO�B�HSFBU�EFBM�PG�FYUSB�BUUFOUJPO�GSPN�UIFJS�QFFST���8IBU�XPVME�ZPVS�SFBDUJPO�CF ��
8IZ 

�����8IBU�JT�UIF�XPSTU�UFTU�ZPV�IBWF�FWFS�IBE�JO�TDIPPM ��8IBU�NBEF�JU�UIBU�XBZ 

�����8IBU�UZQF�PG�TUVEFOU�JO�ZPVS�TDIPPM�TFFNT�UP�HFU�UIF�NPTU�SFTQFDU�GSPN�QFFST ��)PX�DBO�ZPV�
UFMM 

���� *G�ZPVS�TDIPPM�DPVME�XJO�UIF�TUBUF�DIBNQJPOTIJQ�JO�POF�TQPSU�XIJDI�TQPSU�XPVME�ZPV�XBOU�JU�UP�
CF ��8IZ 

���� 4IPVME�UIFSF�CF�BOZ�DPOTFRVFODFT�GPS�B�TUVEFOU�GPVOE�TNPLJOH�BU�TDIPPM ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 
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�����Disjt!Dbwfsu-!Mbvsjf!Gsbol-!'!Gsjfoet

����.BOZ�TDIPPMT�IBWF�B�®OP�IBU¯�QPMJDZ�JO�UIFJS�CVJMEJOHT���*T�UIJT�B�HPPE�QPMJDZ�PS�OPU ��8IZ 

���� "U�TDIPPM�XIBU�JT�UIF�NPTU�DPNGPSUBCMF�SPPN�GPS�ZPV�UP�CF�JO ��8IZ 

����8IJMF�ZPV�BSF�BU�TDIPPM�XIBU�JT�ZPVS�HSFBUFTU�XPSSZ�PS�DPODFSO ��8IZ 

���� :PV�IFBS�UIBU�ZPVS�TDIPPM�TUBGG�JT�DPOTJEFSJOH�SFRVJSJOH�BMM�TUVEFOUT�UP�XFBS�VOJGPSNT���5IFZ�TBZ�
JU�XJMM�IFMQ�CVJME�VOJUZ�BOE�DVU�EPXO�PO�EJTDJQMJOF�QSPCMFNT���8IBU�XPVME�ZPV�TBZ ��8IZ 

����8IBU�BSF�TPNF�HPPE�UIJOHT�BCPVU�HPJOH�UP�B�OFX�TDIPPM 

���� 8IBU�TUZMF�PG�DMPUIJOH�XPVME�OPU�CF�®DPPM¯�BU�ZPVS�TDIPPM ��8IZ�OPU 

�����8IJDI�TDIPPM�TVCKFDU�TFFNT�UIF�NPTU�QPJOUMFTT�UP�ZPV ��*O�XIBU�XBZT 

����8IJDI�TDIPPM�TVCKFDU�TFFNT�UIF�NPTU�WBMVBCMF�UP�ZPV ��*O�XIBU�XBZT 

���� *G�ZPV�DPVME�NBLF�POF�DIBOHF�JO�ZPVS�TDIPPM±T�ESFTT�DPEF�XIBU�XPVME�UIBU�DIBOHF�CF ��8IZ 

����*G�ZPV�XSPUF�UIF�TDIPPM�QPMJDZ�XPVME�UIFSF�CF�BOZ�DPOTFRVFODFT�GPS�TUVEFOUT�OPU�BUUFOEJOH�
DMBTTFT ��*G�TP�XIBU�XPVME�ZPV�SFDPNNFOE ��8IZ 

���� :PVS�QSJODJQBM�XBOUT�ZPVS�JOQVU�PO�UIF�TDIPPM±T�BUUFOEBODF�QPMJDZ���)PX�XPVME�ZPV�NBLF�JU�GBJS�
BOE�BQQSPQSJBUF�GPS�BMM�TUVEFOUT ��

���� 4IPVME�TUVEFOUT�CF�BMMPXFE�UP�SFUBLF�B�UFTU�BT�NBOZ�UJNFT�BT�OFDFTTBSZ�JO�PSEFS�UP�¹OBMMZ�QBTT�
JU ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 

���� )PX�NBOZ�QFPQMF�LOPX�ZPVS�MPDLFS�DPNCJOBUJPO ��)PX�TBGF�EP�ZPV�GFFM�XJUI�UIBU 

���� %PFT�B�UFBDIFS�IBWF�BOZ�SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ�UP�TUVEFOUT�XIP�GBJM�UIFJS�UFTU ��*G�TP�XIBU�BSF�UIPTF�
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT 

���� )PX�NVDI�IPNFXPSL�JT�UPP�NVDI ��)PX�DBO�ZPV�UFMM 

���� "�OFX�TDIPPM�XJMM�CF�HSPVQJOH�UIFJS�TUVEFOUT�GPS�DMBTTFT�CZ�BCJMJUZ�MFWFM�JO�FBDI�TVCKFDU�SBUIFS�
UIBO�CZ�BHF���*G�ZPV�IBE�B�DIPJDF�XPVME�ZPV�HP�UP�UIJT�TDIPPM ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 

���� 8IBU�DBO�TPNFPOF�JO�ZPVS�TDIPPM�EP�UP�CFDPNF�QPQVMBS ��8IZ�JT�UIBU�FGGFDUJWF 

���� "SF�UIFSF�BOZ�BEWBOUBHFT�GPS�TUVEFOUT�XIP�HP�UP�BO�BMM�CPZT±�PS�BO�BMM�HJSMT±�TDIPPM ��8IZ�PS�
XIZ�OPU ��*G�TP�XIBU�BSF�TPNF �

���� 8IBU�OFX�TUVEFOU�BDUJWJUJFT�DPVME�ZPVS�TDIPPM�JODMVEF�UP�NBLF�JU�B�NPSF�JOUFSFTUJOH�QMBDF ��
8IZ 

���� *O�ZPVS�TDIPPM�BSF�HJSMT�HJWFO�UIF�PQQPSUVOJUZ�UP�CF�TFFO�BT�FRVBMMZ�TNBSU�BT�CPZT ��8IZ�PS�
XIZ�OPU 
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Hbnft!gps!Ufbdifst�����

����"�HJSM�BU�ZPVS�TDIPPM�XBOUT�UP�HP�PVU�GPS�XSFTUMJOH���)PX�EP�ZPV�UIJOL�NPTU�PUIFS�TUVEFOUT�XJMM�
SFBDU�UP�UIF�OFXT ��8IZ 

���� *O�ZPVS�TDIPPM�JT�JU�JNQPSUBOU�GPS�TUVEFOUT�UP�CF�BXBSF�PG�DVMUVSBM�BOE�FUIOJD�EJGGFSFODFT ��8IZ�
PS�XIZ�OPU 

����4IPVME�IJHI�TDIPPMT�SFRVJSF�B�DMBTT�PO�FGGFDUJWF�QBSFOUJOH�UFDIOJRVFT�CFGPSF�HSBEVBUJPO ��8IZ�
PS�XIZ�OPU 

���� -BSHF�DMBTT�TJ[F�JT�B�QSPCMFN�JO�NBOZ�TDIPPMT���8IBU�XPVME�ZPV�TBZ�JT�UIF�QFSGFDU�OVNCFS�PG�
TUVEFOUT�GPS�B�DMBTT ��8IZ 

����8IBU�XPVME�ZPV�EP�JG�ZPV�HPU�UP�TDIPPM�BOE�SFBMJ[FE�UIBU�UIF�WFSZ�JNQPSUBOU�UBLF�IPNF�NBUI�
UFTU�XBT�MFGU�BU�IPNF ��8IZ 

���� .BOZ�QFPQMF�UIJOL�IJTUPSZ�JT�BO�JNQPSUBOU�TVCKFDU�UP�TUVEZ���8PVME�ZPV�BHSFF ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�
OPU 

����8IBU�JT�UIF�CFTU�NFBM�UIBU�ZPVS�TDIPPM�TFSWFT ��8IJDI�NFBM�DPVME�EF¹OJUFMZ�/05�CF�DBMMFE�
UIFJS�CFTU ��8IZ 

����)PX�EP�ZPV�LOPX�XIFO�ZPV�BSF�TJUUJOH�JO�UIF�XSPOH�QMBDF�JO�UIF�MVODI�SPPN 

�����%P�TUVEFOUT�JO�ZPVS�DMBTTFT�USFBU�FBDI�PUIFS�XJUI�FOPVHI�SFTQFDU ��)PX�DBO�ZPV�UFMM �

����"U�UIF�CFHJOOJOH�PG�B�OFX�DMBTT�XIFO�ZPV�BSF�BMMPXFE�UP�TJU�JO�UIF�EFTL�PG�ZPVS�DIPJDF�XIJDI�
EFTL�BSF�ZPV�NPTU�MJLFMZ�UP�UBLF ��8IZ 

����"U�TDIPPM�POF�HSPVQ�IBOHT�UPHFUIFS�BOE�UFMMT�FBDI�PUIFS�BMM�UIF�TFDSFUT�UIFZ�IBWF�IFBSE��BO�
PUIFS�HSPVQ�HFUT�UPHFUIFS�CVU�HFOFSBMMZ�LFFQT�UIFJS�TFDSFUT�QSJWBUF�BOE�VONFOUJPOFE���8IJDI�
HSPVQ�XPVME�ZPV�GFFM�NPTU�DPNGPSUBCMF�BSPVOE ��8IZ �

���� 4VQQPTF�ZPVS�TDIPPM�BMMPXFE�ZPV�POF�EBZ�PGG�UP�FJUIFS�GPMMPX�B�XPSLFS�PG�ZPVS�DIPJDF�XIJMF�UIFZ�
QFSGPSNFE�UIFJS�KPC�PS�UP�WJTJU�B�DPMMFHF�DBNQVT�PG�ZPVS�DIPJDF���8IJDI�XPVME�ZPV�DIPPTF ��
8IZ ��8IBU�XPVME�ZPV�IPQF�UP�MFBSO 

���� "�OFX�TUVEFOU�XIP�DBOOPU�TQFBL�B�XPSE�PG�&OHMJTI�KPJOT�ZPVS�DMBTT���8IBU�XPVME�ZPVS�CFIBW�
JPS�PS�SFBDUJPO�CF�UP�UIJT�QFSTPO ��8IZ 

���� *T�ZPVS�TDIPPM�EPJOH�FWFSZUIJOH�QPTTJCMF�UP�QSFQBSF�ZPV�GPS�MJGF�BGUFS�HSBEVBUJPO ��*G�OPU�XIBU�
NPSF�XPVME�ZPV�TVHHFTU 

���� "�DFSUBJO�NPWJF�XPVME�CF�QFSGFDU�UP�FYQMBJO�UIF�TVCKFDU�ZPVS�DMBTT�JT�TUVEZJOH�JO�TDIPPM��IPX�
FWFS�JU�IBT�BO�°3±�SBUJOH���4IPVME�JU�CF�BMMPXFE�JO�DMBTT ��8IZ�PS�XIZ�OPU 
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Qpttjcmf!Pckfdujwft;��3JTL�5BLJOH�0CTFSWBUJPO�4LJMMT�1BUJFODF�$POTFOTVT�#VJMEJOH���

Offet;��/P�QSPQT�OFFEFE���"SFB�FOPVHI�GPS�B�MBSHF�DJSDMF���5IF�DMBTT�DPVME�CF�TJUUJOH�JO�B�DJSDMF�
PG�EFTLT�PS�TJUUJOH�PO�UIF�ºPPS���	4JUUJOH�PO�UIF�ºPPS�JT�CFUUFS�GPS�UIJT�PCTFSWBUJPO�UZQF�HBNF�


Qspdfevsf;��"GUFS�TFUUJOH�VQ�ZPVS�DJSDMF�DIPPTF�TPNFPOF�GSPN�UIF�HSPVQ�UIBU�XPVME�CF�XJMM�
JOH�UP�CF�UIF�¹STU�®*U�¯��:PV�DBO�DIPPTF�UIJT�QFSTPO�CFGPSF�PS�BGUFS�ZPV�FYQMBJO�UIF�BDUJWJUZ���&JUIFS�
DIPJDF�QSPNPUFT�®*UT¯�PXO�MFWFM�PG�SJTL���®*U¯�PCTFSWFT�BMM�UIF�QMBZFST�TFBUFE�JO�UIF�DJSDMF�BOE�BTLT�
TPNF�PG�UIFN�UP�TUBOE���5IPTF�QMBZFST�TFMFDUFE�UP�TUBOE�NVTU�IBWF�TPNFUIJOH�JO�DPNNPO�UIBU�
EJTUJOHVJTIFT�UIFN�GSPN�UIPTF�SFNBJOJOH�TFBUFE���	#VU�EPO±U�UFMM�KVTU�ZFU�
��®*U¯�BMTP�TUBOET�JG�TIF�
IBT�UIF�DIPTFO�USBJU���8IFO�TFBUFE�QMBZFST�XBOU�UP�NBLF�B�HVFTT�UIFZ�NVTU�SBJTF�UIFJS�IBOE�BOE�
CF�DIPTFO�CZ�®*U�¯��5IF�¹STU�QMBZFS�UP�BOTXFS�DPSSFDUMZ�JT�UIF�OFX�®*U�¯��.S��"ZDPY�QSPNPUFT�UIJT�
HBNF�BT�®BO�FYDFMMFOU�DIPJDF�GPS�IFMQJOH�TUVEFOUT�UP�CFDPNF�NPSF�DPNGPSUBCMF�MPPLJOH�BU�POF�
BOPUIFS���*U�QSPNPUFT�BO�PQQPSUVOJUZ�GPS�TUVEFOUT�UP�BDUVBMMZ�MPPL�BU�QFFST�XJUIPVU�CFJOH�DSJUJDBM�¯��
)F�BMTP�TBZT�UIBU�UIF�NPSF�ZPV�QMBZ�UIJT�HBNF�BOE�UIF�NPSF�UIF�TUVEFOUT�HFU�UP�LOPX�FBDI�PUIFS�
UIF�NPSF�TPQIJTUJDBUFE�UIF�USBJU�TFMFDUJPOT�CFDPNF�

OPUF;��5IJT�BDUJWJUZ�JT�FTQFDJBMMZ�DIBMMFOHJOH�XIFO�ZPVS�TUVEFOUT�XFBS�VOJGPSNT���&YUFSOBM�
USBJUT�BSF�RVJDLMZ�VTFE�VQ���8JUI�UIJT�JO�NJOE�JU�NJHIU�CF�HPPE�UP�QSFTFOU�PUIFS�BDUJWJUJFT�
CFGPSF�UIJT�POF�UIBU�XJMM�BMMPX�ZPVS�TUVEFOUT�UP�HFU�UP�LOPX�BCPVU�FBDI�PUIFS��HFU�UP�LOPX�
MJLFT�BOE�EJTMJLFT�BOE�UIF�MJLF���5IFO�QMBZ�Diptfo�XIFSF�QMBZFST�DIPPTF�JOUFSOBM�USBJUT���B�
CJU�NPSF�DIBMMFOHJOH���

Pctfswbujpot0Rvftujpot;
�� 8IBU�XBT�JU�MJLF�UP�CF�UIF�¹STU�®*U¯ 

�� 8BT�BOZPOF�SFMVDUBOU�UP�CF�UIF�¹STU�®*U¯ �8IZ 

�� 8IBU�NJHIU�CF�TPNF�SFBTPOT�XF�CFDPNF�SFMVDUBOU�UP�UBLF�SJTLT 

�� 8IBU�LJOET�PG�SJTLT�NJHIU�XF�CF�UBLJOH�JO�UIJT�DMBTTSPPN 

�� *O�XIBU�XBZT�DBO�XF�TVQQPSU�FBDI�PUIFS�BT�XF�UBLF�TVDI�SJTLT 

�� )PX�EJE�ZPV�GFFM�XIFO�ZPV�XFSF�BTLFE�UP�TUBOE 

�� )PX�EJE�ZPVS�GFFMJOHT�DIBOHF�BT�ZPVS�DMBTTNBUFT�XFSF�PCTFSWJOH�ZPV 

�� 8IP�XBT�XJMMJOH�UP�NBLF�B�HVFTT ��8IP�XBT�OPU 

�� )PX�EJE�UIF�HSPVQ�SFBDU�UP�UIF�HVFTTFT �

�� %JE�UIPTF�SFBDUJPOT�BGGFDU�BOZPOF 

�� 8IP�XBT�JOWPMWFE�JO�UIF�BDUJWJUZ ��8IP�XBT�OPU ��8IZ ��8IZ�OPU 

�� 8IP�IBE�JDF�DSFBN�UIJT�XFFL 

�

�

Diptfo
Gsbol!Bzdpy

)P
UI
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T*
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�����Disjt!Dbwfsu-!Mbvsjf!Gsbol-!'!Gsjfoet

Wbsjbujpot;
�� *OTUFBE�PG�FOEJOH�BGUFS�UIF�¹STU�DPSSFDU�HVFTT�IBWF�®*U¯�DIPPTF�FBDI�QFSTPO�XJMMJOH�UP�

NBLF�B�HVFTT�BOE�UIFO�BTL�GPS�B�DPOTFOTVT�UP�TFF�JG�UIF�HSPVQ�DBO�BHSFF�PO�B�MJLF�USBJUJU�
NJHIU�OPU�CF�UIF�TBNF�POF�®*U¯�DIPTF���	4P�JT�UIFSF�B�SJHIU�PS�XSPOH�IFSF 
��

�� *G�ZPV�BSF�XPSLJOH�XJUI�B�TNBMMFS�HSPVQ�	UJNF�GBDUPS
�®*U¯�DPVME�FWFO�BTL�UIF�TUBOEJOH�QMBZ�
FST�XIBU�UIFZ�UIJOL�UIF�USBJU�NJHIU�CF��

Puifs!Jefbt;

¦.DIPTFO.¦.¦.¦.¦.¦
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: Set out game spots at your safe distance in a circle and 
have a spot in the middle of the circle for the chooser to stand. If you have 
more than 16 players, consider making multiple circles of play - no less than 
eight in a circle. 



Peter, Paul & Mary  
Found in The EMPTY Bag by Hammond & Cavert 

This is a non-elimentation Name Game played just like Ah-So-Ko found in FUNN Stuff, 

Vol. 1, by Karl Rohnke.  

 

Needs & Numbers: You’ll need room enough to circle up your group. Works well with 8 

to 16 per group – multiple groups can play – for 15 to 20 minutes. 

 

(Yes! This is Chris, a short time after shaving his head for the first time.) 

 

            

Process: You can have your group sitting or standing in a circle. Players use 

three motions in order (as shown above).  

• First Motion: An open hand on the head fingers pointing to the left or 

the right – depending on the arm used.  

• Second Motion: Use either arm with the hand on the chest, fingers 

pointing to the left or right (depending on what arm is used of course).  

• Third Motion: Arm out, hand open, fingers pointing.  

 

The motions always follow this order - after the third motion (are and fingers 

pointing out), the player being pointed at performs the first motion and so on.  

 

After making a motion the player doing so must say the name of the person 

he/she is pointing to (the direction the fingers are pointing). This pointed-at 

person then makes the next motion saying the name of the person he/she is 

Chris Cavert
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 2 Video)



pointing to. This next player points to anyone in the circle, using the third 

motion, and says the persons name – the one she/he is pointing at (let's say, 

Jenny). Jenny then continues the game using the first motion again - hand 

over head.  

 

If a mistake of any kind is made, e.g., an incorrect motion or an incorrect 

name, the player making the mistake first, takes a bow (acknowledging an 

honest mistake), then walks across the circle, while the group appluades, 

and finds a new place in the circle to stand. After arriving at his/her new spot 

in the circle, he/she starts the game again using the first motion.  

 

Fun factor: This game is meant to be played with gusto! Speed increases the 

opportunity to move to other places in the circle to learn more names (Okay, 

speed increases the mistake factor.)  

 

Chris Cavert
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: Pods of 8 to 10 players will be best for this one so they
can hear each other call out names. Game spots are set down in a circle
at your safe distance apart. Also, monitor safe distancing movement when 
a player is moving across the circle to a new spot while other players shift
spots in the circle. (In Part 2 Video)   
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 3 Video)
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Anthony Warner, Camp Director, Ingleside, Illinois 
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: This one we done use spots, so be on the 
lookout for distancing issues. Use a sound (e.g., Cowbell or Horn) 
to remind about spacing. (In Part 3 Video)



That Person Over There  
Found in, The EMPTY Bag by Hammond & Cavert  
 
Needs & Numbers: You’ll need some ample space to mingle around. Works 
well with 10 to 25 players for 12 to 15 minutes.  
 
Process: Gather your group together in a large circle. When you say “GO” 
(or any other Word Of The Day) each player introduces her- or himself to 
another player in the group. (Players can find each other by raising a hand, 
looking for someone else doing the same thing, then get together. If a group 
of three needs to be created, perfectly okay.)  
 
After players pair up, they shake hands (or fist bump or....), then share their 
first names – make sure you emphasize that they should REALLY learn the 
person’s name because they will need to teach it to someone else. (See the 
Variations below for a more challenging version - add personal facts to the 
exchange.)  
 
Then, each player goes off to find another person they haven’t met yet. 
(Again, raise a hand and look for someone else doing the same, then get 
together.) The new pair greet with a handshake (or other socially acceptable 
connection), introducing themselves first ("Hello, my name is Chris."), then 
one at a time each player points out the last person they met – the last person 
they shook hands with. The pairs may need to move around to find that 
person. "That person over there, the one with the blue shirt on, that's 
Jennifer."  
 
After both players point out their, “That person over there” person, they go 
off to find another player they have not met yet - introducing themselves first, 
and then pointing out the last person they met. Continue as long as the 
energy is good - in our experience, about three or four munutes. 
 
After the activity, we like to gather the group back into a circle to practice 
names. Chris will walk around the outside of the circle (behind players) 
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 3 Video)



putting his hand over someone's head. When this is done, all the others 
players in the group will call out this person's name if they know it. (And, the 
hope is, if someone does not know the person's name they will take in the 
practice.)  
 
Variations:  
If participants already know each other well, using only names might be 
boring, so add more info. After pairs exchange names, they also share three 
facts about themselves. After the exchange, each person goes off to pass 
on, "That person over there is..." info to his/her next partner. For example, 
"Hello (to his/her new partner), my name is Chris, that person over there 
(pointing that person out) is Jennifer. She has a dog-walking business, she 
loves chocolate, and she loves to work in her garden.  
 
If (only if, you want to add a prop) you are using name tags, have players fill 
out a tag with their name on it but don’t put it on yet. Go into the activity and 
after you meet someone exchange tags. Every player will always point out 
“That person over there” whose name is on the tag. At the end of the activity 
everyone is asked to stand to the right of the person on the tag they are 
holding. After everyone is in a circle (or more than one circle), players return 
the tag to the “right” ful owner. 
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: We done have spots for spacing on this one. You may
need to monitor the group and remind them of spacing guidelines - use a 
sound for a reminder so you don’t wear out your voice. 



Birthday Line-Up (and More)  
(I first saw this written up in the first Silver Bullets, 1984, by Karl Rohnke - 
called Chronological Line Up) 
 
Needs & Numbers: You’ll need enough space to create a large circle with 
your group. Works well with 10 to 25 players for 15 to 20 minutes.  
 
Process: Ask everyone in your group to form a circle - about a one-arm 
length from each other (everybody holds out their left arm aiming at another 
person's right shoulder while moving into a circle). 
 
Once this intial circle is formed, the challenge is to, WITHOUT TALKING or 
removing anything from pockets (no pens, driver license, etc.), rearrange the 
circle into Birthday order – month and day only.  
 
When all movement has stopped, and everyone is back into a circle, ask 
everyone in the group to give you a thumbs up if they believe they are 
standing in the correct place. When ready, find the person closest to January 
first. Then, have each person shout out their birthday month and day only, in 
order.  
 
At any time during the sharing, participants can move to a different part of 
the circle if they need to - still, they are not allowed to speak until it's their 
turn to call out their birthday. (Because, we know it's okay to misunderstand 
during communicaiton efforts.)  
 
Solving a problem while silent is a pretty good challenge. Maybe try a few 
line ups (into a circle), with everyone free to speak before taking away their 
voices. Here are some suggestions: 

• Alphabetical Order by First, Middle or Last Name 
• What's you favorite animal? Line up by smallest to largest animal (If 

the group is 'game' play like Hog Call and use only sounds to line up 
by animal size.) 

• Numerical order by the sum of your telephone number, including your 
area code but not country code. 

• Number of miles to where you live (an educated guess if needed) 
from where you are standing.  

• By the color of your hair - lightest to darkest.  
• By the length of hair - shortest to longest.  
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 2 Video)



Variation: 
If (and when) your group is comfortable making contact with each other. Add 
some dynamics to the task. Once circled, ask everyone to hook elbows with 
the people to either side. Then, after a line up is called, there must never be 
a complete break in the circle during the process. This means that if a player 
needs to move to a different position she must first connect together the 
players to her left and her right. The moving player must then stay in contact 
with the circle during her movement to the new position. If the circle is broken 
at any time all players are asked to, “Freeze!” until the circle is repaired, then 
the action can continue. If the circle breaks much too often you might stop 
the group to find out why this is happening and how they can prevent it from 
happening again – issues of following the rules can be discussed. Celebrate 
their success when completed. 
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: Use spots set out at your distancing requirements. When 
moving, players should be watching and spacing themselves as they 
travel to an open spot. An outside circle of spots can be the line up area 
and an inner circle of spots can be the transition spots - move to the outside
circle through the open spots in the inside circle. 
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Intention:$4:AA=O@$A;$JO;P$;A9:<B7$?:G<O=O@$OGK:B7$9GC:$HMO7$I:=O@$
N<GaLg

Action:$(OD=C=DMG?$F?GL:<B7$H<;K$BKG??$@<;MFB7$P=??$I:$K;C=O@$G<;MOD$
H<;K$N=<N?:$A;$N=<N?:$GHA:<$"$AA=O@$=OA;$G$N:<AG=O$N<=A:<=GE$$

Prep:$-;M$G<:$@;=O@$A;$O::D$;O:$P:II=O@$N=<N?:$kG$UT$A;$V]$H;;A$
F=:N:$;H$AMIM?G<$P:II=O@$A=:D$GA$A9:$:ODBl7$H;<$:C:<L$Z$A;$T$F?GL:<BE$$
2:A$;MA$A9:$;F:O$N=<N?:B$=O$G$<GOD;K$HGB9=;O$A9<;M@9;MA$A9:$F?GL=O@$
G<:G$GA$?:GBA$U]$H::A$H<;K$GOL$;A9:<$N=<N?:E$$
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&')&<"#1)+'.)")#'.@%<)4J$%%4U))LB&<()+'.)1<"()D<)4"+O)R>_L2CV)I<)
"(<)"%%)0'$/0)&')4"+)&'0<&1<(O)R*__)CLZV)N<&E4)@("#&$#<O)R><"8+GV)
R*<<)C"ZV)N<&E4)&(+)$&)'/<)D'(<)&$D<)I$&1)0.4&'ZZZ)R>_L2CGV)R*__)
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0$=<)+'.)"%%)")8$4#.44$'/)&'@$#)"/8)&1<)#1'4</)'/<)$4)8<&<(D$/<8O)
AED)0'$/0)&')4"+O)R>_L2CUV))K1</)I1"&)1"@@</4G))C<4O)I<)4"+)R*__)
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PLACEMEcT –$%=DD?:$GOD$
#OD$kB::$1G<=GA=;O$H;<$GO$
:OD=O@l

MOgEMEcT –$%:D=MK$A;$"=@97$
PG?J=O@$P=A9$B;K:$F;BB=I?:$
<MOO=O@

AREA –$(OD;;<B$;<$&MAD;;<B7$
P=A9$G$?G<@:$;F:O$G<:G

TIME –$V]$A;$VT$K=OMA:B$
GROUP SIiE –$Z]$A;$UV]
PROPS –$3:II=O@$0=<N?:B
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 3 Video)
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Facilitator cotes:$2::$-G$=B$G$I=A$N;KF?:Q7$IMA$=AjB$?;AB$;H$HMOE$$
6::F$A9:$:O:<@L$MF$GB$L;M$@;$A9<;M@9$A9:$=OA<;DMNA=;O$GOD$A9:$BJ=??$
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A;F=N$=O$RM:BA=;OE$$3GAN9$GOD$?=BA:O$H;<$G$?M??$=O$A9:$:O:<@L7$@=C:$G$UT$
B:N;OD$PG<O=O@7$GOD$A9:O$GBJ$H;<$A9:$@<;MFjB$GAA:OA=;O$H;<$A9:$O:QA$
RMG?=AL$GOD$D=BNMBB=;O$A;F=NE$$*FF<;Q=KGA:?L$T$;<$Y$<;MODB$J::FB$A9:$
:O:<@L$G?=C:E$$";P:C:<7$=H$A9:$:O:<@L$=B$@;;D7$A9<;P$=O$G$H:P$K;<:E

Here are some discussion topics:$
o$39:<:$=B$;O:$;H$L;M<$HGC;<=A:$F?GN:B$A;$CGNGA=;Od
o$29G<:$GOL$UT$B:N;ODB$;H$HGK:$L;M$9GC:$9GD$=O$L;M<$?=H:E
o$29G<:$GO$GPG<D$L;M$P;M?D$?=J:$A;$<:N:=C:$=O$L;M<$?=H:A=K:d
o$39GA$PGB$A9:$?GBA$I;;J$L;M$<:GD$GOD$9;P$PGB$=Ad
o$39GA$PGB$A9:$?GBA$K;C=:$L;M$BGP$GOD$9;P$PGB$=Ad
o$39:<:$=B$L;M<$HGC;<=A:$F?GN:$A;$D=O:$;MAd
o$39GA$PGB$A9:$N<Ga=:BA$A9=O@$L;M$:C:<$GA:d
o$39GA$=B$A9:$I:BA$@=HA$L;M$9GC:$:C:<$<:N:=C:Dd

Here are some ]ualities: 

;?D:BA$F?GL:<7$A9:$L;MO@:BA7$DG<J:BA$:L:B7$?;O@:BA$OG=?B7$K;BA$
GNN:BB;<=:B7$N?;B:BA$I=<A9DGL$A;$A;DGL7$K;BA$F:AB$=O$A9:=<$?=H:A=K:7$
P9;$?=C:B$A9:$HM<A9:BA$GPGL$H<;K$9:<:7$AG??:BA7$?G<@:BA$B9;:$B=a:7$
BKG??:BA$B9;:$B=a:7$D=<A=:BA$OG=?B7$K;BA$B=I?=O@B7$GDD$MF$A9:$D=@=AB$
=O$L;M<$F9;O:$OMKI:<$n$?G<@:BA$OMKI:<$k(H$A9:<:$=B$G$A=:7$F?GL$
';NJ$,GF:<$2N=BB;<B$H;<$A9:$;O:$P9;$K;C:BEl

Chris Cavert
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Safety cotes:$):A$A9:$F?GL:<B$JO;P$A9GA$A9:<:$=B$O;$O::D$A;$<MOh$
A9:<:$P=??$I:$G$F?GN:$H;<$:C:<L;O:E$$";P:C:<7$I:$K=ODHM?$;H$A9:$
F;BB=I=?=AL$;H$O:<C;MB$<MOO=O@$n$PGOA=O@$A;$e"$OD$G$F?GN:gf

Discussion`huestions: 39GA$PGB$=A$?=J:$I:=O@$B=O@?:D$;MAd$$39GA$
H::?=O@B$D=D$L;M$9GC:$G<;MOD$A9=Bd$$";P$D=D$L;M$H::?$P9:O$L;M$P:OA$
;HH$A;$"$OD$GO;A9:<$@<;MFd$$39GA$PGB$=A$?=J:$?:GC=O@$B;K:A9=O@$L;M$
P:<:$N;KH;<AGI?:$P=A9$GOD$B:G<N9=O@$H;<$B;K:A9=O@$O:Pd$$+=D$L;M$
H::?$P:?N;K:D$=OA;$L;M<$O:P$@<;MFd$$39GA$D=D$A9:L$D;$A;$KGJ:$L;M$
P:?N;K:d$$+=D$GOL;O:$H::?$G$?=AA?:$N<GaLd$$(B$A9=B$;JGLd$$39:O$=B$
=A$;JGL$GOD$O;A$;JGLd$$+;$L;M$<:K:KI:<$GOLA9=O@$=OA:<:BA=O@$L;M$
H;MOD$;MA$GI;MA$GO;A9:<$F:<B;Od$$

gariation:$*B$GO$#OD=O@$GNA=C=AL7$9GC:$A9:$N9;B:O$;O:$BAGL$P=A9$
A9:$N=<N?:$k<:K:KI:<=O@$A9:$OMKI:<$;H$F?GL:<B$H;<$A9GA$N=<N?:l7$GOD$
P:?N;K:$O:P$F?GL:<B$A;$b;=O$A9:$@<;MFE$$!9=B$=B$G$O=N:$N?;B=O@$K=Q:<$
H;<$F?GL:<B$A;$N;OO:NA$P=A9$G$CG<=:AL$;H$;A9:<B$I:H;<:$A9:L$?:GC:E$$*BJ$
A9:$F?GL:<B$A;$D=BNMBB$A9=O@B$<:?GA:D$A;$A9:$F<;@<GK$DGL$n$e39GA$
PGB$L;M<$HGC;<=A:$FG<A$;H$A9:$DGLdf$e39GA$PGB$L;M<$K;BA$N9G??:O@=O@$
FG<A$;H$A9:$DGLdf$e39GA$P=??$L;M$<:K:KI:<$K;BA$GI;MA$A9=B$DGLdf$

ORIGIc –$09<=B$0GC:<A$kO;O_N;KF:A=A=C:$CG<=GA=;Ol
REFEREcCE –$%N4=??7$F')*.@@%$<4)><W.$(<8)X-<&)N'4&Y
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Distancing Notes: Set out a webbing or rope circle for three 
to four players so they can be 6-feet (2 m) apart while 
standing around the circle. Or, set out game spots for each
sub-group at a safe distance. 

Players will be moving - NOT FAST - so remind them to be 
mindful of each other as they move around each other and 
the sub-group players. (In the Part 3 Video)
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MY BAGGAGE LIES OgER THE OCEAc

Intention:$%:OAG?7$F9LB=NG?$PG<K_MF$GOD$C;NG?7$N;;<D=OGA=;O7$HMO

Action:$,?GL:<B$@:A$A;$B=O@7$N?GF7$GOD$D=F7$A;$G$F;FM?G<$A<GC:?=O@$
B;O@E

Prep:$8;O:7$MO?:BB$L;M$H::?$A9:$O::DE$$-;M$K=@9A$PGOA$A;$F<GNA=N:$
A9=B$;O:$I:H;<:$@:AA=O@$MF$=O$H<;OA$;H$G$@<;MF$P9;$P=??$I:$H;??;P=O@$
L;M<$:C:<L$K;C:K:OAE

Script:$7<E(<)0'$/0)&')&"J<)")%$&&%<)&$D<)&')I"(D).@)'.()='#"%)#'(84O)
'.()Q'8$<4O)"/8)'.()D$/84)e)I<E(<)0'$/0)&')D.%&$b&"4JU))!$(4&O)A)I'.%8)
%$J<)&')&<"#1)+'.)X'()(<D$/8)+'.)'BY)")4'/0)e)&1<)&./<)"/8)D'4&)'B)
&1<)I'(84)"(<)$8</&$#"%)&')R;+)3'//$<)N$<4)'=<()&1<)H#<"/UV)H.()%$&&%<)
4'/0)$4)#"%%<8O)R;+)3L--L-_)%$<4)'=<()&1<)'#<"/UV)h.D@)$/)"/8)
4$/0)"%'/0)I1</)+'.)@$#J).@)&1<)&./<MX4<<)I'(84)Q<%'IYU))N<&E4)&(+)
$&M)-''8)]'QZ

F'IO)I<E(<)0'$/0)&')4$/0)&1<)4'/0)"0"$/O)Q.&)&1$4)&$D<)A)I'.%8)%$J<)
+'.)&')#%"@)<=<(+)&$D<)+'.)4"+)&1<)%<&&<()3U))A/)'&1<()I'(84O)+'.)I"/&)
&')#%"@)'/#<)<=<(+)&$D<)+'.)4"+)")3)I'(8)e)%$J<)Q"00"0<O)Q($/0O)'()
Q"#JU))N<&E4)0$=<)$&)")&(+O)/$#<)"/8)4%'IM)F$#<)]'QZ

7<E(<)/'&)8'/<)+<&U))K1$4)&$D<O)I<E(<)0'$/0)&')4$/0O)#%"@O)"/8)"%4')
'/)<=<(+)3)$/)&1<)4'/0)+'.)I$%%)<$&1<()8$@)8'I/)e)Q</8$/0)")Q$&)"&)
&1<)J/<<4)%$J<)&1$4)X8<D'/4&("&<YO)'()4&"/8)Q"#J).@U))!'()<S"D@%<O)
'/)&1<)!)(4&)RQ"00"0<V)+'.)I$%%)8$@)8'I/)X"/8)#%"@)'B)#'.(4<YU))H/)
&1<)/<S&)Q"00"0<)+'.)I$%%)4&"/8)Q"#J).@U))K1<)/<S&)3)+'.)I$%%)8$@O)
&1<)B'%%'I$/0)3)+'.)4&"/8U))*'O)#%"@@$/0)"/8)8$@)'()4&"/8)'/)<"#1)3U))
L/+)W.<4&$'/4G))N<&E4)0$=<)$&)")&(+M)71"&)"/)<BB'(&U))N<&E4)@$#J).@)&1<)
4@<<8)B'()'/<)D'(<)('./8U))

Facilitator cotes:$"GC:$L;M<$@<;MF$BAGOD$=O$G$N=<N?:$=H$=A$KGJ:B$
B:OB:$A;$D;$B;E$$&A9:<P=B:$9GC:$A9:K$BAGOD$B;K:P9:<:$P9:<:$A9:L$
NGO$B::$GOD$9:G<$L;ME

!9:$P;<DB$@;$P=A9$A9:$B;O@7$e%L$5;OO=:$?=:B$;C:<$A9:$;N:GOEf$(H$L;M$
D;$O;A$JO;P$A9:$AMO:$L;M$NGO$NG??$;O:$;H$MB$MF$GOD$P:$P;M?D$I:$
9GFFL$A;$B=O@$=A$A;$L;M$;C:<$A9:$F9;O:g$$2GK$:C:O$<:N;<D:D$9=KB:?H$
P=A9$9=B$N;KFMA:<$GOD$A9:O$B:OA$A9:$AMO:$A;$2=O@GF;<:$IL$:_KG=?E
$

PLACEMEcT –$%=DD?:
MOgEMEcT –$);P7$B;K:$G<K$

GOD$?:@$K;C:K:OA
AREA –$(OD;;<B$;<$&MAD;;<B7$

P=A9$G$K:D=MK$;F:O$G<:G
TIME –$T$A;$W$K=OMA:B
GROUP SIiE –$!9:$%;<:$!9:$

%:<<=:<
PROPS –$8;O:

Chris Cavert
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 1
Video)
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My Baggage

%L$5G@@G@:$?=:B$;C:<$A9:$;N:GO7
%L$5G@@G@:$?=:B$;C:<$A9:$B:G7
%L$5G@@G@:$?=:B$;C:<$A9:$;N:GO7
2;7$I<=O@$IGNJ$KL$5G@@G@:$A;$K:E

5<=O@$IGNJ7$I<=O@$IGNJ7
&97$I<=O@$IGNJ$KL$5G@@G@:$A;$K:7$A;$K:E
5<=O@$IGNJ7$I<=O@$IGNJ7
&97$I<=O@$IGNJ$KL$5G@@G@:$A;$K:E

*B$A9:$@<;MF$=B$"$<BA$?:G<O=O@$A9:$BA:FB7$B=O@$O=N:$GOD$B?;PE$$*HA:<$
A9:L$9GC:$@;O:$A9<;M@9$A9:$B=O@=O@7$N?GFF=O@7$GOD$D=FF=O@7$A<L$
;O:$;<$AP;$K;<:$<;MODB$G$I=A$HGBA:<E$$(H$L;M$PGOA$A;$@=C:$A9:K$GO$
e:DMNGA=;OG?$9=OAf$n$A:??$A9:K$A9GA$BAGOD=O@$BA<G=@9A$MF$=B$A9:$?GBA$
F;B=A=;OE$

Discussion`huestions:$";P$D=D$L;M$D;d$$+=D$L;M$A9<;P$=O$A9:$
A;P:?$;<$D=D$L;M$BA=NJ$P=A9$=Ad$$39Ld$$39GA$P:<:$L;M<$A9;M@9AB$
G<;MOD$A9=B$N9G??:O@=O@$GNA=C=ALd$$(B$=A$N;KK;O$H;<$L;M$A;$A9=OJ$GI;MA$
BMN9$A9=O@B$P9:O$L;M$AGJ:$;O$B;K:A9=O@$D=H"$NM?A$;<$O:Pd$$39GA$
K=@9A$I:$GO;A9:<$PGL$A;$?;;J$GA$O:P$N9G??:O@:Bd$$";P$P;M?D$G$?=AA?:$
K;<:$F<GNA=N:$GHH:NA$L;M<$F:<H;<KGON:d$$+=D$PGAN9=O@$B;K:;O:$
:?B:$9:?F$;<$O;Ad$$(H$A9:L$KGD:$G$K=BAGJ:7$9;P$D=D$L;M$<:GNAd$$39GA$
PGB$L;M<$?GM@9A:<$<:?GA:D$A;d$$8:<C;MBO:BB7$:KIG<<GBBK:OA7$
N9G??:O@=O@7$HMOd$$

gariations:$3:j<:$BM<:$A9:<:$G<:$;A9:<$B;O@B$L;M$N;M?D$MB:$P=A9$
A9=B$BGK:$N;ON:FA$n$IMA$P:$NGOjA$A9=OJ$;H$GOL$GA$A9:$K;K:OAd$$):A$
MB$JO;P$=H$L;M$N;K:$MF$P=A9$GO;A9:<E$$

ORIGIc –$2?=@9A$CG<=GA=;O$;H$G$N?GBB=N7$N;OA<=IMA:D$IL$09<=B$0GC:<A
REFEREcCE –$"GKK;OD$p$0GC:<A7$K1<)_;PKC)3"0

[M=NJ$!=F>
-&/$3())$3*8!$!&$,'*0!(0#$!"(2$&8#$
5#.&'#$,#'.&'%(84$(!$(8$.'&8!$&.$
-&/'$4'&/,E
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Distancing Notes: Set players up in front of you, so they
can see you, at your safe distance requirements. Players
stay at these positions, so there is no proximity issues.

One consideration - if you have a large group, you may need
to project your voice in some way for everyone to hear if you
are wearing a mask.  

If you have a smaller group (up to 16,) set out spots in a 
safe distanced circle - players should be able to hear you
in this circle size (about a 32-foot diameter) 
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1, 2, G, CLAP

Intention:$%:OAG?$N9G??:O@:7$?=BA:O=O@7$?GM@9B7$@<;MF$BMNN:BB

Action:$,?GL:<B$G<:$N9G??:O@:D$A;$N?GF7$;O$A9:$P;<D$eN?GFf$n$:GB=:<$
BG=D

Prep:$8;O:

Script:$P%<"4<)!)/8)")@%"#<)&')4&"/8)I1<(<)+'.)#"/)4<<)D<)"/8)
@.&)+'.()"(D4)'.&)$/)B('/&)'B)+'.)I$&1'.&)&'.#1$/0)"/+'/<U))K1<(<)

"(<)'/%+)&I')(.%<4)$/)&1$4)W.$#J)D</&"%)#1"%%</0<U))K1<)!)(4&)$4O)+'.)

D.4&)J<<@)+'.()<+<4)'@</)"/8)%''J$/0)"&)D<)&1('.01'.&)&1<)"#&$=$&+)

XQ%$/J$/0)$4)"##<@&"Q%<YO)&1<)4<#'/8)(.%<)$4)&1"&)+'.)I$%%)#%"@)+'.()

1"/84)&'0<&1<()I1</)A)4"+)&1<)I'(8O)R#%"@UV))L0"$/O)(.%<)&I'O)+'.)

#%"@)I1</)A)4"+)&1<)I'(8O)R#%"@UV))L/+)W.<4&$'/4)"Q'.&)&1<)(.%<4G

HJ"+O)@.&)+'.()"(D4)'.&)4&("$01&)$/)B('/&)'B)+'.)I$&1)+'.()1"/84)

'@</O)@"%D4)B"#$/0)<"#1)'&1<()"Q'.&)56)&')5k)$/#1<4)"@"(&)"/8)

@"("%%<%)&')&1<)0('./8)X&1$4)$4)8$BB<(</&)&1"/)+'.()4&"/8"(8)#%"@@$/0)

@'4$&$'/)e)1"/84)@<(@</8$#.%"()&')&1<)0('./8YU))L(<)+'.)(<"8+G))

HJ"+O)5O)kO)`O$kL;M$N?GF$n$A9:O$BGLlO)#%"@U))H1O)Q'+U))N<&E4)&(+)&1"&)
"0"$/M

Facilitator cotes:$,<:B:OA$A9=B$;O:$=O$G$BF=<=A$;H$HMOE$$!9:$N;ON:FA$
<:?GA:B$A;7$eD;$P9GA$($BGL7$O;A$P9GA$($D;Ef$$39GA$9GFF:OB7$K;<:$;HA:O$
A9GO$O;A7$=B$A9GA$A9:$F?GL:<B$N?GF$P9:O$L;M$N?GF7$O;A$P9:O$L;M$BGL7$
eN?GFEf$$3=A9$G$?G<@:$@<;MF$=A$P=??$AGJ:$G$H:P$kKGLI:$K;<:$A9GO$G$
H:Pl$A=K:B$H;<$:C:<L;O:$A;$N?GF$;O$A9:$P;<D$N?GFE$$!9=B$=B$P9L$P:$
FMA$U7$V7$S7$0?GF$GB$G$I:@=OO=O@7$K=DD?:7$p$:OD=O@$GNA=C=ALE$$!9<;P$
A9=B$;O:$=O_I:AP::O$GOL$GNA=C=AL$A;$N9G??:O@:$A9:$@<;MFE$$(AjB$;HA:O$
G$HMO$GAA:OA=;O$@:AA:<$GB$P:??E$$(H$L;M$kA9:$HGN=?=AGA;<l$BA=NJ$L;M$9GODB$
;MA$=O$A9:$N9G??:O@:$N?GF$F;B=A=;O$kFG?KB$FG<G??:?$A;$A9:$@<;MODl$A9:$
@<;MF$P=??$B::$L;M$GOD$B?;P?L$H;??;P$BM=A$n$L;M$D;OjA$:C:O$9GC:$A;$
BGL$GOLA9=O@7$A9:L$JO;P$P9GAjB$GI;MA$A;$9GFF:OE$$!9:O$@=C:$A9:K$G$
N;MOAD;PO$A;7$eN?GFEf

3:$MBMG??L$D;OjA$A<L$K;<:$A9GO$A9<::$A=K:B$GA$GOL$;O:$F;=OA7$bMBA$
A;$J::F$A9:$=OA:<:BA$G?=C:$H;<$A9:$O:QA$A=K:E$$39:O$A9:$:OA=<:$@<;MF$
e@:AB$=Af$D;OjA$H;<@:A$A;$N:?:I<GA:$n$KGJ:$BM<:$L;M$F<;C=D:$:O;M@9$
;FF;<AMO=AL$H;<$A9:K$A;$BMNN::DE$$(H$A9:$@<;MF$D;:BOjA$@:A$=A7$G?PGLB$
<:K:KI:<$A;$F<G=B:$A9:$:HH;<A$GOD$I:$<:GDL$H;<$A9:$O:QA$A=K:E

Safety cotes:$0;KK;O$GPG<:O:BBE$$*?B;7$J::F$GO$:G<$;F:O$H;<$GOL$
O:@GA=C:$N;KK:OAB$A;PG<DB$;A9:<$F?GL:<BE$$6::F$A9:$:OC=<;OK:OA$
BMFF;<A=C:$GA$G??$A=K:B$n$D;OjA$=@O;<:$A9:$N;KK:OABE$$*NJO;P?:D@:$

PLACEMEcT –$5:@=OO=O@7$
%=DD?:7$;<$#OD

MOgEMEcT –$);P
AREA –$(OD;;<B$;<$&MAD;;<B
TIME –$V$K=OMA:B$;<$?:BB
GROUP SIiE –$!9:$%;<:$!9:$

%:<<=:<
PROPS –$8;O:
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A9:K$;F:O?L$GOD$GBJ$H;<$G?A:<OGA=C:$PGLB$A;$BMFF;<A$:GN9$;A9:<E

Discussion`huestions:$k3:$MBMG??L$D;OjA$@;$A;$G$D=BNMBB=;O$;O$
A9=B$;O:7$IMA$=H$L;M$D=Dil$(B$=A$;JGL$A;$KGJ:$G$K=BAGJ:$=O$A9=B$@<;MFd$$
";P$D;$L;M$C=:P$K=BAGJ:Bd$$";P$NGO$P:$I:O:"$A$H<;K$K=BAGJ:d$$
";P$NGO$P:$N<:GA:$GO$:OC=<;OK:OA$A9GA$H::?B$BGH:$:O;M@9$A;$KGJ:$
K=BAGJ:Bd$

gariationnso:$-;M$N;M?D$K;C:$A9=B$=OA;$G$BKG??$@<;MF$?=BA:O=O@$
=O=A=GA=C:E$$*BJ$A9:$FG<A=N=FGOAB$A;$H;<K$@<;MFB$;H$Z$A;$T$F?GL:<BE$$
"GC:$A9:$BKG??$@<;MFB$H;<K$N=<N?:B$P=A9$A9:$F?GL:<B$FMAA=O@$A9:=<$
9GODB$=OA;$A9:$N:OA:<$;H$A9:$N=<N?:$P=A9$A9:$:D@:B$;H$A9:=<$"$O@:<B$
A;MN9=O@$A9:$F?GL:<B$A;$A9:=<$<=@9A$GOD$A;$A9:=<$?:HA$n$G$I=<DB_:L:_
C=:P$P;M?D$?;;J$?=J:$G$PG@;O$P9::?E$$(O$A9=B$H;<KGA=;O$A9:$F?GL:<B$
P=??$O;A$I:$?;;J=O@$GA$A9:$HGN=?=AGA;<$k<M?:$Ul$IMA$?=BA:O=O@$=OBA:GD$H;<$
A9:$P;<D7$eN?GFf$n$P9:<:$IL$A9:$@<;MF$N?GFB$A;@:A9:<E$$(A$MBMG??L$
O:C:<$HG=?BE$$2;K:$F?GL:<B$P=??$BA=??$N?GF$P9:O$A9:L$9:G<$A9:$B;MOD$
;H$A9:$N?GFE$$";P$P=??$A9:$@<;MFB$BMFF;<A$:GN9$;A9:<d$$";P$P=??$
A9:L$N;KKMO=NGA:d$$";P$P=??$A9:L$F:<H;<Kd$$(AjB$G?B;$=OA:<:BA=O@$A;$
;IB:<C:$P9GA$9GFF:OB$A;$A9:$@<;MFB$P9:O$L;M$PG=A$H;<$G$P9=?:$kS]$
B:N;ODB$;<$B;l$I:H;<:$L;M$BGL7$eN?GFEf$$39GA$9GFF:OB$A;$A9:$N;KH;<A$
?:C:?d
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REFEREcCE –$/OJO;PO

[M=NJ$!=F> 
5#$0*'#./)7$8&!$!&$%*6#$*8-$
8#4*!(1#$0&%%#8!2$*5&/!$!"#$
&1#'*))$,#'.&'%*80#$&.$!"#$
4'&/,$n$!"#-$68&3$"&3$!"#-$+(+E$$
"&3#1#'7$3#$"*1#$5##8$68&38$!&$
!"'&3$&/!$*$.#3$.*0(*)$#c,'#22(&82$
.'&%$!(%#_!&_!(%#E$
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Distancing Notes: All players are out in front of you. Set them 
up so they are safely distanced and you’re good to go. There 
is no moving in this one, other than clapping.  
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The DaKINE GAME 
(pronounced “dah” and “Kine”—like Kind with a silent “d”)

Activity Objective: Participants carry and pass 
along imaginary objects to other players.

Facilitated Objective: engagement (comfort 
levels), playfulness, creativity, innovation (versus 
replication), and self-talk

Needs & Numbers: A list of ideas/things for 
participants to act out. !is plays well with at 
least 15 and up to 40 players (40 is the largest 
group I’ve tried it with).

Time: 10 to 15 minutes 

Procedure
Mike Spiller shared this warm-up with me after returning from a workshop in Hawaii. DaKine, 
according to Mike, roughly, means “thing-a-ma-bob” or a “what-cha-ma-call-it”—something 
you can’t remember the exact word for. 
Have participants stand in a circle formation. Explain that, during this activity, participants 

will take turns delivering (an invisible) something to someone across the circle. 
Begin by asking the participant next to you to dribble a basketball over to the other side 

of the circle and hand it o" to someone who will dribble it back across the circle to someone 
else. !en, after the basketball gets started, ask the participant on your other side to deliver 
a ballroom dance to someone across the circle—watching out for the basketball. After the 
first two deliveries are started, walk around the back of the circle and delegate more actions/
deliveries. Be sure not to have more than one action for every two players so that each action 
has a potential recipient. Allow players to “set down” what they have in the middle of the circle 
and “pick up” something else to deliver. !is allows for some choice and creative exploration. 

Close the activity after a few minutes by walking around and asking individual players to 
stay where they are—they don’t need to deliver what they have—they can keep it! Or, stop every-

Shared by Mike Spiller

Depending on your group, you might 

have to “movie rate” the deliverables 

(e.g., G Rated). Also, some deliveries 

might be very personal. Be watchful and 

ready to address the needs that arise.

WARNING

one at the same time with a “Take 
it home!”—meaning all deliverers 
take what they have to their own 
spot in the circle. Basically, just 
keep an eye on the energy level 
and close when it feels right.

Chris Cavert
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Examples of “Things” to Exchange Between Players
)VMB�)PPQ�o�QMBZFST�BDU�PVU�UIF�IJQ�IVMB�XIJMF�NPWJOH�UP�UIF�OFYU�QMBZFS
1J[[B�.BLFS�o�QMBZFST�BDU�PVU�UPTTJOH�QJ[[B�EPVHI�VQ�JO�UIF�BJS�XIJMF�NPWJOH
ͳF�+VHHMFS�o�QMBZFST�BDU�MJLF�UIFZ�BSF�KVHHMJOH���DMVCT�JO�UIF�BJS�BT�UIFZ�NPWF
#BMM���$IBJO�o�QMBZFST�TMJEF�GPPU�BT�JG�ESBHHJOH�B�IFBWZ�XFJHIU
$SZJOH�#BCZ�o�QMBZFST�BSN�DSBEMF�B�CBCZ�BOE�NBLF�DSZJOH�OPJTFT�XIJMF�NPWJOH
#BMBODJOH�#SPPN�o�QMBZFST�IPME�POF�IBOE�PVU�NPWJOH�BT�JG�CBMBODJOH�B�CSPPN
8BMU[JOH�.BUJMEB�o�QMBZFST�XBMU[�	PS�EBODF
�VQ�UP�BOPUIFS�QMBZFS�BOE�QBTT�JU�PO
#BTLFUCBMM�1MBZFS�o�QMBZFST�ESJCCMF�BO�JOWJTJCMF�CBMM�BOE�UIFO�CPVODF�QBTT�JU�PO�
*DF�4LBUFS�o�QMBZFST�MFBO�B�CJU�GPSXBSE�IBOET�CFIJOE�UIFJS�CBDLT�BOE�TLBUF�
5JHIUSPQF�8BMLFS�o�QMBZFST�NPWF�IFFM�UPF�XJUI�BSNT�PVU�UP�UIF�TJEFT
4XFFQFS�o�QMBZFST�VTF�B�QVTI�CSPPN�UP�TXFFQ�BDSPTT�UIF�nPPS
1BEEMJOH�UIF�3JWFS�o�QMBZFST�VTF�B�DBOPF�QBEEMF�UP�NPWF�UP�UIF�OFYU�QMBZFS

Safety
I have not experienced any physical or emotional safety issues facilitating the DaKine Game. 

Facilitation 
As you can imagine, it gets quite lively out there in the circle. Be mindful as to how many 

actions/deliveries a group can handle. Give people permission to change any action passed to 
them if they don’t feel comfortable performing it. I suggest the fallback “carry-on-luggage-roll-
er-bag” if someone is not comfortable accepting something else. 

If I sense I have a reluctant group, I will be the first one to cross the circle with something 
fun—looking to pass on my item to someone that looks willing (my personal favorite is juggling 
pins). !en, as the game continues, if others are not taking the initiative to bring something 
across the circle, I go across with something else (my second favorite is a hula-hoop). !is 
warm-up is engaging when I can get at least a third of the group moving across circle. 

Observations/Questions
t� 8IBU�XFSF�TPNF�PG�UIF�UIJOHT�ZPV�OPUJDFE�PVUTJEF�ZPVSTFMG�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ 
t� 8IBU�XFSF�TPNF�PG�UIF�UIJOHT�ZPV�OPUJDFE�JOTJEF�ZPVSTFMG�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ 
t� %JE�ZPV�GFFM�iTJMMZw�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �8IZ �8IZ�OPU 
t� %JE�ZPV�TUBSU�B�EFMJWFSZ �8IFSF�EJE�ZPVS�JEFB�DPNF�GSPN 
t� 8FSF�UIFSF�BOZ�iQFSTPOBMw�EFMJWFSJFT �8IBU�NFBOJOHT�EJE�UIFZ�IBWF 
t� 8IBU�DBO�XF�MFBSO�BCPVU�iEFMJWFSJFTw�GSPN�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ 
t� %JE�ZPV�TFU�EPXO�B�EFMJWFSZ�JO�UIF�DFOUFS�PG�UIF�DJSDMF�BOE�QJDL�VQ�B�OFX�POF �8IZ�EJE�ZPV�

choose to do this? 
t� )BWF�UIFSF�CFFO�BOZ�iEFMJWFSJFTw�NBEF�UP�ZPV�JO�ZPVS�MJGF�UIBU�ZPV�IBWF�CFFO�BCMF�UP�TFU�

down and walk away from? If so, and you are willing, share what it was and what it was 
like for you? 

Chris Cavert
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Variations
Mike shares, “Sometimes before playing we ask the kids to give us some examples of things 

they see every day and then we select a few to start the activity—usually about six actions.” 
He also suggested, “Write what it is to be acted out on index cards, and let selected players 

read the cards and then begin delivering—actions are not read to the group. Sometimes the ac-
tions get really mixed up as they are passed from player to player. At the end of a few minutes, 
stop the action and ask what was being delivered around the group.” Like the game Telephone 
the actions might have morphed into something not found on any of the cards. 

More examples include: a block of ice, a hot potato, a row boat, a person standing on your 
shoulders, a straight jacket, a flashlight, a corndog, a kite, a leaf blower (sounds go well with this 
one too).

Let the players choose, from the beginning, what they want to deliver to the other side of the 
circle—suggestions don't need to be provided.

Additional Ideas:

Chris Cavert
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: A circle of 16 is about as big as you want to go - set out
spots 6-feet (2 m) apart. Players will be moving across the circle, so limit
the movement to 2 or 3 players going across the center at a time to limit
the proximity issues. 
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F<;I?:K$B;?C=O@7$?:G<O=O@$BA<GA:@=:B7$N<:GA=C=AL
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D=<:NA=;OB$P9=?:$N;MOA=O@$A;$B=QE
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&')8')&')0<&)&1<)D'=<D</&4)($01&G))k#QF:NA$G$H:P$9MK;<;MB$GOD$G$
H:P$B:<=;MB$GOBP:<B$A;$L;M<$RM:BA=;OEl$$7<%%)%<&E4)!)/8)'.&U

P%<"4<)0"&1<()$/&')4D"%%)0('.@4)'B)4$S)&')<$01&)@<'@%<)"/8)4@</8)
&1<)/<S&)4$S)D$/.&<4)I'(J$/0)&'0<&1<()&')8')&1<)*$Sb#'./&)I$&1'.&)
D$4&"J<4U))AB)@'44$Q%<O)8')$&)./&$%)+'.)"(<)#'D@<&</&)I$&1)&1<)&"4JU))
2')I1"&<=<()+'.)/<<8)&')8')&')%<"(/)&1<)('.&$/<)4')&1"&)+'.)#'.%8)
41'I)<=<(+'/<)$B)+'.)/<<8<8)&'U

k+M<=O@$A9:$B=Q$K=OMA:B$PG?J$G<;MOD$:ON;M<G@=O@$A9:$BKG??$@<;MFBE$$
39:O$A9:$A=K:$=B$;C:<7$GBJ$H;<$C;?MOA::<$@<;MFB$A;$D:K;OBA<GA:$A9:=<$
2=Q_N;MOAE$$+:F:OD=O@$;O$L;M<$GCG=?GI?:$A=K:$GOD$A9:$;C:<G??$B=a:$;H$

PLACEMEcT –$5:@=OO=O@
MOgEMEcT –$%:D=MK
AREA –$%:D=MK
TIME –$U]$K=OMA:B$
GROUP SIiE –$!9:$%;<:$!9:$

%:<<=:<
PROPS –$8;O:
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(In Part 2
Video)
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Facilitator cotes:$!9=B$=B$G$@;;D$GNA=C=AL$A;$H;??;P$F9LB=NG?$
BA<:AN9=O@E$$!9:$2=Q_N;MOA$GNAMG??L$BA<:AN9:B$A9:$I<G=O$GOD$A9:$
C;=N:E$$+;OjA$AGJ:$KMN9$A=K:$P=A9$A9:$GNA=C=ALE$$6::F$=A$K;C=O@$GOD$
BAGL$=O$N;OA<;?$;H$A9:$@<;MFE$$($9GC:$O;A=N:D$A9GA$=A$9:?FB$A9:$@<;MF$
9:G<$=OBA<MNA=;OB$I:AA:<$GHA:<$A9:$2=Q_N;MOA$F;BB=I?L$I:NGMB:$=A$@:AB$
:C:<L;O:$H;NMB:D$;O$GNN;KF?=B9=O@$A9:$BGK:$AGBJ$GA$A9:$BGK:$
A=K:E

,:;F?:$P=??$;HA:O$AGJ:$@<:GA$F<=D:$=O$A9:=<$2=Q_N;MOA$GNN;KF?=B9K:OAE$$
-;M$KGL$D=BN;C:<$A9GA$:C:<L$@<;MF$PGOAB$A;$D:K;OBA<GA:$A9:=<$BJ=??B$
GA$A9:$:ODE$$[M=A:$;HA:O$@<;MFB$D:C:?;F$N<:GA=C:$K:A9;DB$H;<$D;=O@$
A9:$2=Q_N;MOA$BMN9$GB$@;=O@$C:<L$B?;P?L$;<$D=C=D=O@$A9:$K;C:K:OAB$
GK;O@$A9:$@<;MF$K:KI:<BE

Discussion`huestions: 39GA$P:<:$B;K:$BA<GA:@=:B$L;M<$@<;MF$
MB:D$A;$?:G<O$A9:$2=Q_N;MOAd$$39GA$KGD:$A9:$GNA=C=AL$D=H"$NM?Ad$$";P$
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A9:$e<MI$L;M<$I:??L$GOD$FGA$L;M<$9:GDf$CG<=:ALE$$.;<$:QGKF?:7$F;=OA$
L;M<$=OD:Q$"$O@:<B$GA$:GN9$;A9:<$GOD$KGJ:$;O:$"$O@:<$D<GP$G$N=<N?:$
;O:$D=<:NA=;O$P9=?:$A9:$;A9:<$"$O@:<$D<GPB$G$N=<N?:$=O$A9:$;FF;B=A:$
D=<:NA=;O$kGB$=H$A9:$FGF:<$L;M$P:<:$D<GP=O@$;O$PGB$I:AP::O$L;M<$
"$O@:<BlE$$*OL$;H$A9:B:$N;;<D=OGA=;O$N9G??:O@:B$KGL$I:$BMIBA=AMA:D$
H;<$A9:$2=Q_N;MOAE

ORIGIc –$2GK$2=J:B
REFEREcCE –)2=J:BO)_S<#.&$=<);"(Q%<4

1 2 G 4 L X
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: All players have their own personal space - not moving. 
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DO WHAT I DO

Intention:$,9LB=NG?$GOD$C;NG?$PG<K_MF7$BA<:AN9=O@7$<:A=OG?$
N;O"$@M<GA=;O$N9:NJ$
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Prep:$8;O:
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Chris Cavert
(In Part 3 Video)

Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: All players are stationary in their own space. 
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&$D<)+'.)"(<)0'$/0)&')8')I1"&)A)R2A2UV)K1"&)D<"/4O)+'.)8'/E&)8')
&1<)4"D<)&1$/0)AED)8'$/0O)+'.)@<(B'(D)&1<)D'=<D</&)A)8$8)Q<B'(<)
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Facilitator cotes:$/BMG??L$($;O?L$MB:$A9=B$;O:$=H$($9GC:$D;O:7$+;$
39GA$($+;$GA$A9:$I:@=OO=O@$;H$G$F<;@<GK$n$A9:<:jB$B;K:$N;KK;O$
JO;P?:D@:$A9GA$A=:B$=OA;$A9:$I:@=OO=O@$;H$A9:=<$DGL$P9=N9$A9:O$I<=O@B$
A9:K$A;$G$"$OG?$N9G??:O@:E$$

,:<H;<K$B=KF?:$K;A=;OB$P=A9$L;M<$G<KB7$?:@B7$GOD$MFF:<$I;DLE$$
):GC:$GO$GKF?:$GK;MOA$;H$A=K:$H;<$F?GL:<B$A;$eNGAN9$MFf$=H$A9:L$O::D$
A;$n$A9:=<$O:=@9I;<B$P=??$9:?F$A9:K$;MAE$$!9=B$;O:$=B$G$?;A$9G<D:<$A9GO$
L;M$K=@9A$A9=OJE

!9:<:$=B$G$I=A$;H$G$A<=NJ$9:<:$n$IMA$=AjB$H;<$A9:$?GM@9BE$$*B$($@:A$N?;B:<$
A;$A9:$:OD$;H$A9:$GNA=C=AL7$($A9GOJ$A9:K$H;<$b;=O=O@$MB$GOD$9GC=O@$BMN9$
G$P;OD:<HM?$A=K:E$$($G?B;$AGJ:$G$K;K:OA$A;$A9GOJ$A9;B:$F:;F?:$A9GA$
=OC=A:D$K:$A;$F?GL$n$G??$A9:$P9=?:$A9:$@<;MF$=B$D;=O@$P9GA$($eD=Df$n$A9:$
@GK:$@;:B$;OE$$!9:O7$A9:$B:N;OD$?GBA$GNA=;O$A9GA$($D;$=B$N?GF$KL$
9GODBE$$!9:$@<;MF$P=??$I:$D;=O@$A9:$GNA=;O$I:H;<:$($BAG<A:D$N?GFF=O@$
KL$9GODBE$$!9:O$($BAG<A$KL$I;PB$GOD$A9:$@<;MF$BAG<AB$N?GFF=O@$P9=?:$

PLACEMEcT –$#OD=O@
MOgEMEcT –$);P
AREA –$(OD;;<B$;<$&MAD;;<B7$

P;<JB$=O$G$BKG??$;<$K=D_B=a:$
G<:GE

TIME –$T$K=OMA:B$
GROUP SIiE –$!9:$%;<:$!9:$

%:<<=:<
PROPS –$8;O:

[M=NJ$!=F>
+&8j!$,)*-$!&&$)&847$'#%#%5#'$(!j2$
!"#$#8+$&.$*$,'&4'*%E
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($I;P$n$L:B7$G$I=A$N;OA<=C:D7$IMA$GB$($BG=D7$=A$D;:B$F<;DMN:$G$@;;D$
?GM@9$=O$K;BA$F:;F?:E$$

Safety cotes:$,:<H;<K$K;C:B$A9GA$G<:$N;ODMN=C:$A;$A9:$F;FM?GA=;O$
L;M$G<:$P;<J=O@$P=A9E$$2?;P$GOD$BA:GDL$P=??$J::F$:C:<L;O:$9:G?A9LE

Discussion`huestions:$8;O:$O::D:D

gariation:$*O;A9:<$GNA=C=AL$A9GA$=B$B=K=?G<$=B$NG??:D$':BF;OB=C:$
':GD=O@E$$!9:$HGN=?=AGA;<$<:GDB$G$FGBBG@:$;H$G$I;;J$;<$F;:K$GOD$A9:$
@<;MF$<:F:GAB$P9GA$PGB$BG=DE$$!9GA$=O$=AB:?H$=B$O;A$C:<L$HMO7$IMA$P9:O$
L;M$B:?:NA$G$FGBBG@:$HM??$;H$A;O@M:$AP=BA=O@$A:<K=O;?;@L7$:C:<L;O:$=B$
=O$H;<$G$A<:GAE$$+<E$2:MBB$I;;JB7$:BF:N=G??L$!'S)A/)*'#J47$P;<J$C:<L$
P:??E$$#C:O$B=KF?:$A;O@M:$AP=BA:<$G<:$?;AB$;H$HMOE
$$

ORIGIc –$0?GBB=N$=KF<;C:$@GK:$H<;K$3=??=GK$"Ga:?7$N;OA<=IMA:D$IL$09<=B$0GC:<A
REFEREcCE –$/OJO;PO

K &,=,+ #,-5$ *7 616%/)9 K "&/7 -##,*6# #" 6+"=%4, #$, 
5"&4%#%"&) %& 8$%5$ #$,7 5-& /,-+& .,)#2 

– Albert Einstein
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Distancing Notes: All participants are in from of you, no locomotor 
movement is necessary. 
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OLYMPIC ROCK PAPER SCISSORS

Intention:$$.MO7$=OA<;DMNA=;OB7$I<:GJ=O@$A9:$=N:

Action:$$,?GL:<B$H;??;P$A9:$<M?:B$;H$';NJ$,GF:<$2N=BB;<B$kB::$FG@:$
VWWl$=O$G$HGBA_FGN:D$A;M<OGK:OAE$

Prep:$+=C=D:$A9:$<;;K$=OA;$A9<::$G<:GBE$$-;M$NGO$?GI:?$:GN9$G<:G$=H$
L;M$P=B9$;<$B=KF?L$A:??$L;M<$@<;MF$A9GA$A9:L$G<:$A9:$4;?D7$2=?C:<7$GOD$
5<;Oa:$G<:GBE

Script:$$7<%#'D<)<=<(+'/<)&')&1<)H%+D@$#)>'#J)P"@<()*#$44'(4)
#'D@<&$&$'/U))7<)"(<)"Q'.&)&')0<&)4&"(&<8O)Q.&)A)/<<8)&')0')'=<()&1<)
'B!)#$"%)(.%<4)!)(4&U))_=<(+'/<)I$%%)Q<0$/)$/)&1<)*$%=<()"(<"U

>.%<4)'B)_/0"0<D</&,))C'.)I$%%)I"%J).@)&')"/+)@<(4'/)I1')$4)
/'&)#.((</&%+)'##.@$<8)I$&1)"/'&1<()#'D@<&$&'(U))3($<")+)$/&('8.#<)
+'.(4<%B)"/8)41"J<)1"/84U))*&"/8)Q"#Jb&'bQ"#J)"/8)#1"/&O)R>'#J)
@"@<()4#$44'(4O)('#J)@"@<()4#$44'(4ZV))L4)4''/)"4)+'.)!)/$41)4"+$/0)
&1<)%"4&)R4#$44'(4OV)Q'&1)'B)+'.)41'.%8)&.(/)"/8)41'I)+'.()#1'$#<)
'B)&1<)>'#JO)P"@<(O)'()*#$44'(4)1"/8)4$0/"%U))>'#J)Q<"&4)*#$44'(4O)
*#$44'(4)Q<"&4)P"@<(O)"/8)P"@<()Q<"&4)>'#JU))AB)&1<(<)$4)")&$<O)&.(/)
Q"#Jb&'bQ"#J)"/8)4&"(&)"0"$/U

K1<)@%"+<()I1')I$/4)"8="/#<4)&')&1<)0'%8)"(<")"/8)&1<)@%"+<()
I1')%'4<4)D'=<4)&')&1<)Q('/g<)"(<"U))3'&1)@%"+<(4)41'.%8)</0"0<)
"/'&1<()@%"+<()$/)&1<$()"(<")"/8)@%"+)"0"$/)"4)4''/)"4)&1<+)#"/U))!'()
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G$HGK=?=G<$@GK:$P=A9$B:C:<G?$;A9:<$F:;F?:E$$#GN9$F:<B;O$A:ODB$A;$
D:C:?;F$9=B$;PO$BA<GA:@LE$$.;<$:QGKF?:$B;K:$F:;F?:$F?GL$GB$KGOL$
@GK:B$GB$A9:L$NGOE$$&A9:<$F:;F?:$KGJ:$G$N;OBN=;MB$:HH;<A$A;$B:?:NA$
P9;$A9:L$P=??$F?GLE

&O:$N;KK;O$DLOGK=N$=B$A9:$HM<=;MB$FGN:$;H$F?GL$=O$A9:$I<;Oa:$G<:G$
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@;?D$G<:G$A9:<:$=B$O;A$GB$KMN9$K;A=CGA=;O$A;$F?GL$GOD$F;A:OA=G??L$

PLACEMEcT –$5:@=OO=O@$
MOgEMEcT –$%:D=MK
AREA –$(OD;;<B7$&MAD;;<B
TIME –$T$K=OMA:B$
GROUP SIiE –$!9:$%;<:$!9:$

%:<<=:<
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KG<J:<B

[M=NJ$!=F>
(.$-&/$/2#$%*26(84$!*,#$!&$%*'6$

5&/8+*'(#27$!"#$5)/#$%*26(84$!*,#$
0&2!2$*$)(!!)#$%&'#7$5/!$(!$(2$#*2(#'$

!&$'#%&1#$*8+$(!$)&&62$e0&&)gf
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I;OMB$A;$A9:$G<:G$P=A9$A9:$H:P:BA$F:;F?:$GA$A9:$:OD$;H$A9:$@GK:E$$(H$
L;M$KGJ:$A9=B$J=OD$;H$F<;K=B:7$I:$F<:FG<:D$A;$@=C:$B;K:A9=O@$A;$
:C:<L;O:E$$09;N;?GA:$GOL;O:d

Discussion`huestions:$$";P$KGOL$F:;F?:$D=D$L;M$K::A$GOD$F?GLd$$
39GA$BA<GA:@L$P;<J:D$H;<$L;Md$$3GB$=A$HMOd$$39GA$=B$A9:$CG?M:$;H$
9GC=O@$HMOd

gariations:$$(OBA:GD$;H$GO$&?LKF=N$A9:K:$L;M$NGO$N9;;B:$GO;A9:<E$$
*$OGAM<:$A9:K:$K=@9A$I:$5:G<$.=B9$%;BRM=A;E$$!9:$I:G<$:GAB$A9:$
"$B97$A9:$"$B9$:GAB$A9:$K;BRM=A;$GOD$A9:$K;BRM=A;$:GAB$A9:$I:G<E$$
-;M$NGO$9GC:$HMO$P=A9$A9:$9GOD$;<$I;DL$B=@OG?B$H;<$:GN9$;H$A9:$
N9G<GNA:<B$GOD$A9:$G<:GB$NGO$B=KF?L$I:$?GI:?:D$U7$V7$GOD$SE

ORIGIc –$%=J:$2F=??:<7$N;OA<=IMA:D$IL$2GK$2=J:B
REFEREcCE –$2=J:BO)_S<#.&$=<);"(Q%<4)X9+#%<4Y
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Distancing Notes: Players will be free to move around
during this one. Monitor spacing with a sound (e.g., cow bell)
to keep players aware of spacing. 



Community Building Activities While Safely Distancing 
PDF Activity Pack 

Dr. Chris Cavert 
 
 
 
 

Problem-Solving 
Activities 



We’re a… They’re a…  
Found in, The Empty Bag by Hammond & Cavert 

 

Needs & Numbers: You’ll need a nice open space for this one. Plays well 

with 12 to 24 players for 20 to 30 minutes. No equipment needed.  
 

 
 

 

Process: We’re A…They’re A… is a great lead-in to Speed Rabbit and other 

Worldly Things found below (but you can use it as a stand alone as well).  

 

You’ll find it best to split your group into small teams of three players (it's 

okay to have a group of four players, if needed, as long as they create 3-

person caricatures during practice - all four players in the group know all the 

parts). 

 

This one plays somewhat like charades. You’ll give all the groups three to 

five minutes to create one or two (the second is a back-up) three-person life 

size caricature of something – common caricatures have included a grove of 

trees swaying in the wind, an elephant with big ears, two lumber jacks cutting 

down a tree, an outhouse roof over a sitter, tall grass blowing in the wind, a 

jump-roper (see picture above) and so on. Distance the groups away from 

each other so they do not overhear the creative discussions. And, tell the 

groups to practice in stealth mode so other groups don't guess too early.   
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(In Part 3 Video) 



After the allotted time for caricature creation, the game can begin. One at a 

time the groups will display their caricature to the rest of the players. The first 

player to guess what the caricature is wins a point for his/her team – the 

facilitator gets to be the judge so she will need to know what the group is 

going to present before they do so.  

 

After the first round give the players another two minutes to create another 

caricature for the second round. The energy is usually pretty good for three 

or four rounds.  

 

If you plan to go into Speed Rabbit and Other Worldly Things, after the last 

round decide as a group what three caricatures they want to use choosing  

from all the prior options from the charades games.  

 

Variations: Another one of Chris’ (prop-needed) variations is doing this 

creative activity with Foam Noodles included in the caricature – great visuals!  
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Distancing Notes: Players will be working together in small groups of 3 or 4. 
Walk around and monitor distancing with verbal reminders to groups or with
a sound (e.g., cow bell). 



Speed Rabbit and Other Worldly Things  
(This one is from the book, More New Games, from the New Games 
Foundation - called Elephant, Palm Tree, Monkey. It was reprinted in, The 
EMPTY Bag by Hammond & Cavert to go along with the activity, We're a... 
They're a...)  
 
NOTE: In most cases, we play Speed Rabbit after, We're a.... They're a... 
(above) so we could use the caricatures created their, in this game. However, 
Speed Rabbit has traditionally been played on it's own, mostly as a fun 
energizer.  
 
Needs & Numbers: You’ll need a mid-size open area. Plays well with 12 to 
26 for 15 to 25 minutes.  
 
Process: Have the group form a good size circle around you (the facilitator 
starts in the middle). Ask everyone to stand next to their small group (of 
three) from We're a... They're a....  
 
Together, with the group, decide on two or three caricatures from We're a... 
They're a..., they want to use during this game of Speed Rabbit. Then, 
practice all the caricatures chosen. The groups of three who created the 
caricatures can demo the moves, then the other groups of three (from We're 
a... They're a...) can practice as well.  
 
To start the game, you (the facilitator) while (still) standing inside the circle, 
point to someone and call out one of the caricatures chosen, like 
“Lumberjacks!” and then start counting to 5 (or to 10 if you want to make it a 
bit easier). As you are counting, one one thousand, two one thousand, three 
one thousand.... the player you point at brings his arms up representing the 
tree and the two players to either side of the tree start chopping motions at 
the trees legs.  
 
How about another caricature - the famous “elephant” pose. You point to 
someone and say, "Elephant!" The person pointed at holds out an extended 
arm underneith her chin and then wraps the other arm up around the first 
and pinches her nose with her fingers to form the trunk of the elephant. The 
two players on either side use their arms to form a “C” placing them near the 
head of the player pointed at to represents the ears of the elephant. NOTE: 
All players must know all the caricature motions becuase anyone in the circle 
could be the center of one of the creations.  
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(In Part 3 Video)



   How about a phone booth caricature.  
 
If a player does not make the appropriate part of the caricature, within the 
count of 5 (or whatever number), then this person takes the place of the 
player in the middle. This new player now points at someone and calls out 
one of the three caricatures chosen for the game and starts counting. Play 
continues in this manner. If someone makes a mistake he/she takes to place 
of the person in the middle.  
 
As a facilitator you might want to do a few practice rounds staying in the 
middle so the group understands how to play before letting them know when 
the practice is over and the counting begins. When the energy starts to fade 
with one person in the center, you (the facilitator) can jump back into the 
circle and start pointing - now there are two players in the middle to pay 
attention to. (This usually increases the energy an interaction.)   
 
Speed Rabbit tends to be a fun experience for everyone even when people 
have to take a turn in the middle. Making 'mistakes' is part of the learning 
process. Jump in the middle, play the game, then get back to being a part of 
the circle so you can practice.  
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Distancing Notes: Place out game spots 6-feet (2 m) apart in a circle - big 
enough for 10 to 16 players. When a player needs to go into the middle, this
player steps out into the circle first, the the center player goes around to 
take the open spot. 

If there are multiple players in the center of the circle, monitor spacing with a
sound (e.g., cow bell). 
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Propless Group Juggle  
(A variation of Group Juggle from Karl Rohnke - Silver Bullets. This one is 
called Human Warp is found in, The EMPTY Bag by Hammond & Cavert)  
 
Needs & Numbers: You’ll need enough room for your group to create a 
comfortable circle. Plays well with 10 to 25 players for 15 to 20 minutes. (If 
you want to time the attempts, you will also need a timing device.)  
 
Process: Here is a fun prop-less way to present the traditional Group Juggle 
activity. Circle up everyone - a one-arm length apart. Ask the group to 
establish an “order” to pass a single clap around through the group. We help 
this process by first asking someone (player 1) to start out by pointing to 
someone across the circle from her/him (player 2) – not at someone next to 
them. Player 2 points to a different player (player 3). Player 3 points to a 
player 4 and so on until the last player pointed to points at player 1 – each 
player points to one player and each player is only pointed at once.  
 
After this “order” has been created, challenge the group to pass a single clap 
through the order as fast as they can (you might like to use a stopwatch if 
this helps to motivate the group. If you ask a group member to time the 
activity would this one still be a prop-less? Hey, you didn’t have to bring 
anything!).  
 
Here is where the facilitator comes in. You can use this activity as a way to 
talk about, “outside assessment.” Many situations in the “real world” are 
monitored by an outside influence like a boss, the customer, or a parent. So, 
in this case the facilitator will be regulating the claps. The guidelines that will 
be monitored are: 
  
1) No two players can clap at the same time, and  
2) Each player must perform one clap 
 
In other words, the claps must be none-simultaneous and performed in 
sequence through the established order. For example, if there are 20 players 
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(In Part 1 Video)



in your group you need to hear 20 different claps – each player making a 
single clap keeping with the established order.  
 
Stick with this one as long as the energy is good. You could then move into 
the infamous, Warp Speed - how fast can this really be done. Challenge the 
group to some unbelievably low time, say 5 seconds. If they were to think 
“outside-of-the-box” as we say, they might achieve the time by moving and 
standing next to the player they are passing their clap to, still keeping the 
same “order,” thus more able to coordinate claps. And, if the circle was even 
smaller...?  
 
Note: Use your best judgment as to when and how to present the challenges 
here.  
 
Variations:  

• Take out the claps. Each participant says her/his own name while 
pointing to the next person in the order. (More challenging than it 
sounds.)  

• Use a sound. Each participant makes a vocal sound while pointing to 
the next person in the order. (Participants repeat the same sound when 
it's their turn to go again.)  
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Distancing Notes: Players are set up standing on a circle of game spots
safely distanced - no movement is required. 



Don't Touch Me!! 1.0 
(From, Feeding the Zircon Gorilla, by Sam Sikes. Sam notes that he "detailed 
the instructions some more" after reading about the idea in Karl Rohnke's 
Bag of Tricks publication #50.) 
 
Needs & Numbers: Works well with 6 to 16 participants for about 20 to 30 
minutes (with processing). You need a game spot for all players and one 
extra spot (or hula-hoop or cone for the center of the circle).  
 
Objective: The objective of this game is for everyone to touch the spot 
(whatever object you placed in the middle - game spot, hula-hoop, rubber 
chicken) and switch places with his/her partner as fast as possible without 
touching anyone.  
 
Facilitated Objectives (Stuff You Can Learn About):  

• Shifting Paradigms,  
• Brainstorming,  
• Continuous Improvement,  
• Integrity,  
• Cooperation,  
• Communication,  
• Benchmarking 

 
Preparation: Locate an open area large enough for a loose circle of players. 
You'll need at least six players for this one. Place your spot (or hoop or cone) 
on the ground in the center of the circle of participants - each standing on a 
game spot.  
 
Instructions: Each participant picks a partner from across the circle. Each 
person will need a partner. If there is an odd number of players, you (the 
facilitator) can jump in to play or, if needed, a group of three can figure out 
how to manage the crossing between them.  
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Again, the objective of this game is for everyone to touch the spot and switch 
places with his/her partner as fast as possible without touching anyone. Also, 
while players are in motion, they need to repeatedly say, "Don't touch me!" 
(like they mean it!) until they have reached their partner's spot.  
 
The facilitator will be timing the group for the overall time it takes them to 
accomplish the task. There will be a time penalty of one second added to 
the overall time each time someone touches someone else during the 
crossing. After all the switching, the facilitator will ask how many people 
touched someone else in order to determine how many seconds to add. 
(This is where the 'integrity' comes in. And, if I bump into Sue, is that one 
touch or two? You can let the group decide this fate.)  
 
Okay. Ready to play? Say this, "As soon as someone says 'START!" I will 
start the time. I will stop the time when everyone has reached his/her new 
spot - after touching the center object - and someone from the group says, 
'STOP!'" 
 
Review - The rules are, everyone has to touch the spot (object in the center), 
switch places with his/her partner while saying, "Don't touch me!" because 
each time someone is touched it adds a second to the group's overall time.  
 
Facilitator's Notes: Questions from the group usually come from everyone 
eventually. You can answer most questions by restating the parameters of 
the task (a strategy that suggests the group has all the information they are 
going to get). "The rules are, everyone has to touch the spot (object in the 
center), switch places with his/her partner while saying, 'Don't touch me!' 
because each time someone is touched it adds a second to the group's 
overall time." 
 
Let the group try to decrease their time until they are satisfied (how does this 
look and sound). If their best time is fairly long (6 to 10 seconds, relatively 
speaking), gently state a shorter time achieved by a previous group 
(hopefully you have a lower time in the books - you don't want to make 
something up??) and see if they want to try again. (Another strategy applied 
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to motivate performance - or, imply the group is not good enough?? They 
could take it this way. It's good to know what the group needs to learn and 
grow.) According to Sam, a benchmark of 1.45 seconds is a good time.  
 
A common process groups go through in getting from 12-15 seconds to 1.45 
seconds involves a few distinct discoveries: Make a smaller circle - move the 
circle of game spots; The center spot (object) can be moved and/or picked 
up; Players can stand next to their partners - nothing states the group cannot 
rearrange the circle; How is, "change places with your partner" defined? Is 
there another way to define this rule?  
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Distancing Notes: Players will be set up on a circle of spots at a safe distance.
And, there will be some movement across and around the circle of spots. So, 
monitor spacing with a sound (e.g., cow bell, horn) to make players aware of 
expectations. 
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2) Don't Touch Me, 2.0   
Don't Touch Me (1.0) is found in 
Quicksilver, by Rohnke & Butler. I 
learned the 2.0 version from my friends 
at GroupDynamix.com    
 
FACILITATED OBJECTIVES:  

• Planning behaviors and 
development of a group plan. 

• Explore leadership behaviors.  
• Explore "mental models" and "phantom rules". 
• Consider and begin "innovation" by redefining the words being used.  

 
NEEDS & NUMBERS:  

• One game spot for each participant, plus one more for the center spot. One timing 
device.  

• 18 to 28 participants.  
 
TIME: 20 to 30 minutes 
 
PROCEDURE:  
Circle up all participants. There should be about one arm’s length between each person. Ask 
everyone to stand on his/her game spot. The extra game spot is placed in the center of the 
circle.  
 
The Challenge: Everyone in the group is challenged to meet the three requirements as 
quickly, and safely, as possible.  
 
The Requirements:  

1. Make contact with the open game spot.  
2. Switch positions with someone across from you.  
3. Say the words, "Don't touch me!"  

 
After stating the Challenge and Requirements, tell the group to let you know when they are 
ready to make an official timed attempt. As the facilitator, you can be the official timer or have 
the group assign one of its members this responsibility. Also, if you decide to (or need to) set 
a "time budget" for the activity, let your group know the amount of time they have for the 
challenge - to get the best time possible.  
 
 
 

Activity Objective 
Everyone in the group is challenged 
to meet the three requirements of the 

activity as quickly as possible. 

Problem-Solving 
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At this point, the group is free to ask you questions (of which you decide what and how to 
answer), plan and practice their ideas. After a timed attempt, before revealing the group time, 
ask, one by one, if each requirement was met. If all requirements were met, share the gorup 
time. If one or more requirements were not met, void the time. Allow for as many timed 
attempts as time permits.  
 
SAFETY: Ask the everyone to be mindful when moving quickly around each other. 
Emphasize, quickly AND safely. ("Nothing we're doing today is worth any injury.") Be sure to 
pay attention to the ideas that surface during planning and check in with the group over any 
plans that might need more safety consideration (i.e., Use good judgement - don't let them do 
anything that appears to you to be unsafe.) 
 
FACILITATION: The growth/learning potential of this activity is in the "words" of the 
requirements. To achieve a super-fast time (like, 2 seconds, super-fast), the group (or 
someone in the group) will have to recognize another way to define Requirements 1 & 2.  
 
More often than not, groups define contact as "touching". And, switching positions as 
switching "places". These are ways to define the Requirements, but not the only ways. For 
the super-fast time, the group can make eye contact with the game spot and switch a body 
position with someone across from them. For example, someone across from me has his 
thumb up, and I have my thumb down, we switch thumb positions with each other.  
 
One other growth potential is related to the initial circle formation. There is no requirement 
that the group must stay in a circle. Plans could include different group formations - even 
though moving spots will not lead to the super-fast level, it can lead to better times during the 
initial stage of the activity.   
 
Depending on where you choose to place this activity into your program sequence, you can 
consider taking on the "teacher as educator" role and provide some prompting along the way. 
You could present "help" in the form of "mid-processing" by asking questions related to 
mental models or phantom rules. Tipping point questions might be something like, "How have 
you defined the requirements? Is there any other way to define the requirements?  
 
Not everyone agrees to this idea of facilitated help. However, if I (Chris) use, Don't Touch Me, 
2.0 right away in my sequence, and I want my group to "see" possibilities (or the "doors") 
available to them, in the short time that I have, giving a little nudge might be a viable option. 
Later on, the hope is that they will be able to recognize they are stuck in a mental model or 
phantom rule and redefine on their own.  
 
On another note. There is also the program option of letting the group be excited about their 
best time without making the mental model shifts - redefining the requirements. The energy 
they are expressing could be just what you need to go into the next activity.  
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OBSERVATIONS/QUESTIONS: 

• How would you rate the planning portion of the activity on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the 
best planning session you've ever been in)?  

• If your rating was not a 5, what would the group need to do to raise your number by 
one?  

• Based on what you know about leadership, was there leadership during the activity? 
What leadership behaviors did you see during the activity? What leadership behaviors 
were missing?  

• How do you prefer to be led? What would you ask a leader to do for you?  
• What do you know about "mental models"? Are there other terms that you know of for 

a mental model? What mental models did you have during the activity? What mental 
models held you back? Which mental models helped you?  

• What do you know about the idea of phantom rules? What phantom rules did you have 
for yourselves during the activity? Where do phantom rules come from? How do we 
recognize phantom rules?  

• How can we help each other consider mental models and phantom rules as we work 
together? How will we remind ourselves to consider other mental models and avoid 
phantom rules?  

• What do you know about innovation? How does someone innovate? Is innovation 
important to you at this point in your life? How might innovation help you?  

• Describe any innovations you had during the activity? Did they help or hinder you? 
• How might innovation be important to us as we work together?  

 
VARIATIONS: 

• Use a different (center) object to "connect" with, like a soft tossable or rubber chicken. 
Using something tossable often influences an idea to pass the object around so 
everyone can make contact with (touch) it. A reasonable distraction.  

• Don't provide game spots to stand on. The game spots often entrench the mental 
model of the shape the group starts in. Without the spots to "hold them back", a group 
is more apt to try different formations right away.  

 
ADDITIONAL IDEAS: 
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Distancing Notes: No movement is actually required, but it may take the group
a while to figure this out. So, there will be some moving around between spots. 
Use a sound (e.g., cow bell) to keep players aware of spacing expectations. 

Also, add the rule: The ‘cone’ (center object used) must stay where it is - it can’t
be picked up. This rule is used when you are minimizing hand contact with props. 



Line up According to Your Number  
(Shared by Neil Mercer, found in, The EMPTY Bag, by Hammond & Cavert)  
 
Needs & Numbers: You need a mid-size open area for this one. Plays well 
with 12 to 25 (or more) for 15 to 18 minutes.  
 
Process: The challenge in this activity is in “the eye of the beholder” since 
it’s very, as Neil puts it, "ambiguous and open ended." The risk here, with a 
group, is the level of “letting go” and even being silly. It's a nice way to see 
where the players are at with each other – what their level of “play-ablity” is. 
We have also used this one to decide where we want to take the group next 
in relation to complexity of challenge. In simple terms, this activity is about 
(the main facilitated objective), making a decision (or two). If the group, as a 
whole, stuggles with making a decision and spends a lot of time looking 
'outside' the group for answers (e.g., asking questions of someone to help 
them solve the problem), then a less complex task is ahead. If the group is 
able to make decisions quickly with no help from the outside, they are most 
likely ready for a more complex task. (These decisions are based on the 
social skills and behaviors within the group.)    
 
With that said, all you tell your group is:  
 
“Line up according to your number.”  
 
What Number? How to line up? The conundrum begins. Short (generally) 
and sweet. A variety of possibilities can ensue. You might get those, “What 
are you talking about” looks, you might see complete engagement, you might 
see a little of both.  
 
If you are compelled to answer questions, here are some we have offered in 
the past:  

• “You have all the information you need within your group.”  
• “You can decide to make this fun if you want to?” 
• "I'll leave that up to you to decide."  
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• "I'm useless when it comes to lining up and numbers!" 
• "What sorts of lines can you think of?"  
• "What sorts of numbers are there?" 

 
Facilitation Notes: The responses we choose to provide are all the sorts of 
information players just love to hear from us - we're not being helpful. Of 
course, this is one approach to take. Being more 'helpful' can be another.  
 
You can try this one two or three times in a row or use this one at different 
times during a program to see how the group responds to it and how it 
evolves. Simply ask: "What's your second number?" Or, "What's another one 
of your numbers?"  
 
I (Chris) have been a part of several 'moments' during this activity, being 
accused of all sorts of crimes! Be ready to respond (be mindful of your 
'reactions') and stop the action if needed to sort out the issue(s). This 
challenge is simple to some and not so much for others. This one has taught 
me (and reminded me), you never know! 
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Distancing Notes: If you use a circle of spots, safely spaced, players 
can manage their movement from spot to spot. If you don’t use spots
you will want to monitor spacing with a sound (e.g., cow bell) to keep 
players aware of expectations.
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WORD CIRCLE PUZZLES
Activity Objective: Arrange given words 
into a valid circle of connections. 

Facilitated Objective: communication, 
commitment (over-commitment), failing 
forward (trial and error), resilience, active 
engagement, helping (using “Help” Cards), 
and resource management

Puzzles 
!e basic idea of Word Circle Puzzles is to take a group of single words and link each word 

with another word so they form a common (or, not-so-common) phrase, word, or other proper 
arrangement. For example, a common phrase using two words might be “board game” or “finger 
food.” Common words from two single words might be “infuse” or “weekend.” Examples of card-
to-card arrangements include:

t� DPNQPVOE�XPSET�	F�H��DBUXBML

t� DPNNPOMZ�LOPXO�FYQSFTTJPOT�	F�H��QFBDF�PVU

t� XPSET�UIBU�DPNNPOMZ�PDDVS�JO�TFRVFODF�	F�H��CBDL�TUBHF

t� QSPQFS�OPVOT�	F�H��,JOHQJO�8BMMBDF��OBNFT�DBO�CF�MFHBM�DPNCJOBUJPOT

t� XPSE�DPNCJOBUJPOT�XJUIPVU�UIF�QVODUVBUJPO�	F�H��UPQ�TFDSFU


!e challenge of Word Circle Puzzles is to connect a group of single words into a continuous 
circle. Any two adjacent words in the circle combine to form either one single word, a two-word 
phrase, or another arrangement noted above (reading the circle clockwise—to the right). 

For example, take 6 word cards: power, chain, man, plant, mail, and food. !e physical 
arrangement of the cards would be: man, power, plant, food, chain, mail (see picture). In this 
arrangement, the words create the following combinations: 

manpower, power plant, plant food, food chain, chain mail, mailman
To play, create sets of Word Circle Puzzle cards. Some word sets, in the correct answer 

order, are provided to get you started. Simply write the words on index cards—one word to each 
card. Or, create card templates on the computer, type in the puzzle words, one to a card, print 
out the set, cut, and play. Laminate them for long-lasting fun. 

Thanks to Chip Schlegel

Needs & Numbers: You need index cards (any size) 
and markers to make the Word Circle Puzzle cards 
(instructions follow). Each player should have at least 
one card, so you might need more than one set of 
cards. !e puzzles work well with 2 to 40 players. 

Time: 10 to 30 minutes (depending on puzzle length) 

*  Chip Schlegel introduced Word Circles as a teambuilding activity during a workshop at the National Challenge Course 
Practitioners Symposium (see www.leahy-inc.com for more about this great gathering). Groups worked together in a variety of 
ways to solve a word puzzle that culminated into a word circle with no beginning and no end. (!e Word Circle Puzzle Starter 
Kit, including 12 presentation ideas and 18 original puzzles, is available at www.training-wheels.com. See the FUNdoing.com 
blog for lots of free word sets).

*
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You and your groups can create your own puzzles—another community building activity in 
and of itself. Just make a list of words that connect together as described earlier.  

Word Circle Puzzles
5 Card Puzzle: there, for, ever, more, over (connects to there)
6 Card Puzzle: back, band, age, class, work, force (connects to back)
7 Card Puzzle: shade, tree, frog, kick, turn, o!, night (connects to shade)
12 Card Puzzle: bear, cub, scout, group, think, back, hook, shot, put, forward, pass, over (connects to bear)
13 Card Puzzle: fall, line, cut, glass, ceiling, fan, club, house, call, sign, over, act, out (connects to fall)
14 Card Puzzle: ice, hockey, stick, ball, bearing, wall, clock, radio, station, wagon, wheel, chair, lift, o! 
(connects to ice)
15 Card Puzzle: lot, us, age, bracket, creep, feed, stock, pile, driver, ant, acid, test, copy, machine, dry 
(connects to lot)
16 Card Puzzle: straw, vote, down, hill, top, hat, trick, out, side, dish, pan, fry, cook, up, stream, bed 
(connects to straw)
17 Card Puzzle: team, spirit, level, best, man, hole, out, crop, up, scale, down, town, ship, load, line, 
drive, home (connects to team)
22 Card Puzzle: lock, in, flight, deck, chair, lift, o!, spring, training, camp, fire, alarm, clock, wise, 
crack, down, town, house, guest, room, key, pad (connects to lock)
24 Card Puzzle: food, bank, run, dry, clean, cut, short, order, form, at, best, man, date, book, lung, 
power, pack, rat, race, me, an, on, guard, dog (connects to food)

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER  
Word Circle Puzzles are biased in con-

nection to who developed the particular 

puzzle. Sixth graders may not know word 

combinations adults might know. An east-

coaster might not know combinations 

developed by a west-coaster. A Canadian 

might not know combinations created by 

an American. A creative way around this is 

to divide larger groups into smaller groups 

that each make up their own puzzle for the 

whole group to solve. It takes more time, 

but the process is valuable. 
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The challenge level of each Word Circle Puzzle is speculative. 

Here’s how I gauge it at this time. The more "word combination 

distracters" (WCDs) a puzzle includes, the longer it takes to 

solve it—making it, timewise, more challenging. A WCD is a 

combination of two words within the puzzle that work together 

but are not part of the solution. (The WCD dynamic is interesting 

to observe. Some players do not like to give up a “safe 

connection.”) So, whether the puzzle has more or less words 

does not necessarily indicate its challenge level. In most cases, 

however, the longer puzzles usually have more distracters.

Procedure 
!ere are a number of suggested setup procedures to choose from, depending on your 

programming needs. Keep in mind the presentations here are only a few of the many ways to 
use Word Circle Puzzles. 

Presentation Idea 1: Hand out 1 or 2 words of the puzzle to each player, making sure each 
player has at least one word. Tell them each word has another word that follows it. In the 
end they will have a circle of words with no beginning and no end, and no words left over. 
(See what they do with these directions.)
Presentation Idea 2: Simply give one person in the group all the word cards for the puzzle 
(maybe someone you want to observe taking on a leadership role; however, this doesn’t 
guarantee this person will lead). Be sure the group understands how Word Circle Puzzles 
work, and then see what happens. 
Presentation Idea 3: Hand each person in the group a word from the puzzle. If you have 
extras, give out a second word to some of the players. Tell the players they each must have 
at least one word card in their possession at all times, and they can give away any additional 
word cards. 
Presentation Idea 4: (Make sure your group understands how Word Circle Puzzles works 
before trying this idea.) Hand out 1 or 2 word cards to each player making sure each player 
has at least one word. Ask the group to solve the puzzle without talking. As in Idea 3 each 
player must have at least one word card in his or her possession at all times —additional 
cards can be given away. 
Presentation Idea 5: When you have more word cards than people (no more than 4 extra 
cards), make sure every player receives a card. !en, place the extra cards on the floor/table, 
word side down (or you, as the facilitator, can hold on to them). !e group can look at any of 
the extra cards when everyone in the group, by consensus, agrees. Each card may be looked 
at one time (or more, depending on your group’s needs) for 5 seconds.

NOTE
Safety

!ere doesn't seem to be any 
safety issues with Word Circle 
Puzzles; however, frustration can 
be a factor. Be sure your group is 
ready for the challenge level you 
present. 

Facilitation
!e Word Circle Puzzle kit 

I created also contains “help” 
cards—“Tell Us One Combina-
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tion” and “One Minute with a Dictionary.” I often give these to a group at the start of the chal-
lenge (depending on how much help I think they might need), and let them know they can use 
them at any time without penalty. Interestingly enough, most groups choose not to use them, 
even when they are stuck. When talking about this during the reflection process, it usually 
comes down to wanting to solve the challenge “on their own,” they didn’t want help, or they felt 
it would be cheating. Digging into this, we often find out that help can be a good thing. Some-
times, I remind groups that they have help cards; with other groups, I don’t bring it up again 
after I hand them out. 

Observations/Questions
Instead of specific questions, due to the variety of presentation ideas, here are a number of 

conceptual areas you could expect to emerge from Word Circle Puzzles: 
t� ͳF�SPMFT�QMBZFST�UPPL�BT�UIFZ�QMBZFE�
t� 'PSNT�PG�DPNNVOJDBUJPO�UIBU�XFSF�VTFE�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�
t� ͳF�VOEFSTUBOEJOH�PG�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�BOE�IPX�JU�DIBOHFE�PWFS�UJNF�
t� $POTFOTVT�nFYJCJMJUZ�XJUI�UIF�XPSE�DPNCJOBUJPOT
t� ͳF�FOFSHZ�MFWFM�PG�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�
t� $PMMBCPSBUJPO�BTLJOH�HJWJOH�IFMQ
t�� 8IBU�TVDDFTT�BOE�GBJMVSF�MPPLFE�GFMU�MJLF�
t� 'SVTUSBUJPO
t� 1SPHSFTTJPO�PG�DIBMMFOHF�
t� 5JNF�DPOTUSBJOUT��
    
Additional Ideas:
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Distancing Notes: Using spots, spaced out safely in a circle, works
the best to keep players at a safe distance. When moving around
spots, players coordinate with each other before moving to they stay 
safely distacned. 

If you don’t use game spots, monitor player movement and let them 
know (e.g., ring a cow bell) when they are getting to close to one
another. 
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TRAFFIC JAM: PUZZLING NORMS 

Needs & Numbers: A spot marker (e.g., rope 
ring, poly spot) for each player—plus one extra. A 
noise maker is also needed—a buzzer or cowbell is 
fun, a Smart Phone application, or your own vocal 
cords to “BUZZ” or “Rrrrrr.” !is activity works 
well with groups of 8 to 12. With larger groups, 
create smaller sub-groups, each with a facilitator. 

Time: 30 to 40 minutes (longer if success is a 
factor) 

Procedure 
Set out all the spot markers, plus the one extra, in a row as shown in the diagram above. 

Divide the group evenly into sub-groups “A” and “B”—with an odd number of players, one sub-
group can have an extra player. Have sub-group players stand on their game spots. As shown 
in the diagram, the extra spot is initially open, dividing the two sub-groups, and the arrows 
point in the direction of movement for each team. !e arrows also indicate which direction the 
players in each subgroup should be facing during the activity. 

Shared by Tom Leahy. 
The original Traffic Jam is in Karl Rohnke's Silver Bullets.

Activity Objective: !e group is challenged to 
solve a life-size puzzle while, at the same time, 
discovering the rules/norms of the puzzle. 

Facilitated Objectives: communication, co-
operation, leadership (collaborative), planning 
and implementation, active engagement, criti-
cal thinking, failing forward (trail and error), 
hidden agendas, resilience (what is it and why 
is it important), and resource management 

A A A A A B B B B B
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

!e objective is straightfor-
ward—sub-groups “A” and “B” 
need to exchange places in the line 
of spots leaving an empty spot be-
tween the two sub-groups in the 
end. Each player does not have to 
be standing in the same segment 
of the line to be successful. For 
example, the first player from sub-
group “A” will finish up at the end 
of the line on the “B” side. Move-
ment guidelines follow: 
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Legal Moves:
Players may move into an empty space in front of them. 
If two players are face-to-face, one of them may move around the other if there is an 
empty spot directly behind the person he or she is facing.
Illegal Moves:
Players may not move backwards.
If a player is facing someone’s back, the player may not move around this person. 
Only one person is allowed to move at a time. 

Tom's Notable Variation
Tom simply asks his sub-groups, after setting them up as shown in the diagram, to exchange 

sides. He tells them, “!ere are rules [norms] for your movement which you have to discover.” 
He then uses a loud buzzer to indicate a wrong action. If players do something that does not 
adhere to the rules, they get “BUZZED.” Legal moves do not get buzzed (a “Cheering” sound 
could be used when a good move is made).

!is is a simple twist, and yet, a major challenge. Tom’s facilitated objective is related to 
hidden agendas and group norms. In a wide variety of situations, we are often left to our own 
devices to discover agendas and norms within the social communities of which we are a part—
whether we like it or not (e.g., a school community, classroom setting). With this facilitated 
objective, I wrap up by asking my groups what rules (agendas or norms) they discovered during 
the activity that contributed to their success. !ere are times when I require everyone in the 
group to be able to solve the puzzle. I tell the group, “After you complete the challenge, I will 
randomly choose someone from the group to walk everyone through the puzzle without any 
mistakes.” A couple of systematic solutions follow. 

Karl's Activity Solution
Notice the numbers under each spot on the diagram—these numbers are the key. “When 

the first person moves, notice whether she moves into an odd or even space. If she moves into 
an odd space, she and her teammates only move into odd-numbered spaces until each member 
reaches their final destination. !e other team then only moves into even spaces until each 
member is in his or her final spot” (Rohnke, 2010). 

Activity Solution (source unknown)
I have yet to work with a group that has discovered Karl’s odd/even system; however, some 

groups have found the following pattern. Each team, in turn, takes one additional move until they 
take the same number of moves as there are players in their sub-group—one group will make this 
equal number twice. !en, the number of moves diminish by one each time until the exchange 
JT�DPNQMFUF��4P�XJUI�B�HSPVQ�PG�FJHIU�QMBZFST�GPVS�JO�FBDI�TVC�HSPVQ��4VC�(SPVQ�"�o���NPWF��
4VC�(SPVQ�#�o���NPWFT��"�o���NPWFT�#�o���NPWFT��"�o���NPWFT��#�o���NPWFT��"�o���NPWFT��
#�o���NPWFT��"�o���NPWF��	5SZ�UIJT�XJUI�OJOF�DJSDMFT�PO�B�QJFDF�PG�QBQFS�VTJOH�DPJOT�GPS�NPWFST�
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Safety
I have yet to see any physical safety issues with Tra!c Jam. I suppose if someone let 

themselves get very frustrated?

Facilitation
Discovering the solution as a group can take some time even if the group is given all the 

movement rules up front. So, without the rules, it can really take a while to reach success. Be 
sure you have time for this. Even if your group does not reach the solution, there can still be a 
powerful discussion about the concept of hidden agendas and norm discovery. 

Decide beforehand whether or not you are going to allow the group to use outside resources 
(e.g., paper and pen, smartphone app). So, add (or keep out) a rule if needed. 

Observations/Questions
t� 8IBU�EPFT�BOZPOF�OFFE�UP�TIBSF�SJHIU�OPX�CFGPSF�XF�UBLF�B�DMPTFS�MPPL�BU�UIF�QSPDFTT�UIBU�

took place? What do you need to get o" your mind? 
t� 8IBU�XPVME�ZPV�TBZ�XBT�UIF�NPTU�EPNJOBOU�GFFMJOH�UIBU�QSFTFOUFE�JUTFMG�EVSJOH�UIF�

activity? Why do you think this? How did this feeling a"ect the process? 
t� 8IP�DBO�EFTDSJCF�UIF�TUBHFT�ZPVS�HSPVQ�XFOU�UISPVHI�EVSJOH�UIF�QSPDFTT�JODMVEJOH�UIF�

behaviors observed during each stage? 
t� 8FSF�ZPV�TVDDFTTGVM �8IBU�EJE�ZPV�IBWF�UP�HP�UISPVHI�UP�BDIJFWF�UIJT�TVDDFTT �*T�JU�

necessary to go through all of these stages to reach success? Why or Why not? 
t� 8BT�UIFSF�B�QPJOU�EVSJOH�UIF�QSPDFTT�XIFSF�ZPV�OPUJDFE�B�iCSFBLUISPVHIw �8IBU�EJE�UIJT�

look like? What led to the breakthrough? 
t� ,OPXJOH�XIBU�ZPV�LOPX�OPX�	IJOETJHIU
�XIBU�XPVME�ZPV�IBWF�EPOF�EJĉFSFOUMZ �)PX�DBO�

you use this information for the future? 
t� *T�UIFSF�BOZUIJOH�JO�ZPVS�MJGF�FYQFSJFODFT�UIBU�IBWF�CFFO�TJNJMBS�UP�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�JO�XIJDI�

you just participated? What do you remember learning from that experience? How can 
you use this information? 

Variations 
To encourage eye-to-eye communication during the activity (versus the linear-communica-

tion model), set up the spots in a semi-circle.

Additional Ideas:
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Distancing Notes: You’ll be using spots, safely distanced for this one. Just 
monitor the movements (usually only one player moves at a time). 
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CUP SWITCH   
This activity first appeared at Chris’ FUNdoing.com blog site as Tube Switch 
(November 24th, 2014). After substituting the equipment with cups we have a 
more complex version of the original idea. 

Activity Objective: Match all the numbered 
cups with the numbered spots - only two cups 
can be moved at the same time. 

Facilitated Objective: 
1. Planning, overall and in the moment. 
2. Brainstorming and sharing ideas.
3. Leadership dynamics towards planning. 
4. Understanding roles and responsibilities.
5. Communication behaviors.

Needs Per Group: 
• 12 to 24 numbered or lettered cups 
• 12 to 24 numbered spots or numbered index cards 
• 1 50-foot activity rope
• 1 timing device

Cups are numbered or lettered on the  
bottom (see picture) - we like to make 
our numbers or letters as large as 
possible. A black or silver permanent 
marker, or a combination of both, leave 
good visible numbers or letters. 

Cup It Up - Chris Cavert & Barry W. Thompson
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If you have the fancy numbered poly spots (like the ones in the picture above), 
they work great. Spots could also be numbered index cards or small paper 
plates, or even half sheets of paper. Be sure the numbers are smaller than the 
open end of the cups you are using - when you place a cup over a number (in the 
closed position) you do not want to see any part of the number on the spot. 

Numbers: Four to 16 players. Multiple groups can play this one at the same 
time. Provide the same window of time for all groups (e.g., 20 minutes) to record 
their best time. If you have a larger group (12 to 16), consider splitting them up 
into smaller groups of equal numbers (or maybe not equal numbers depending 
on your objectives). 

Time:  20 to 30 minutes. 

Procedure: (For this description, imagine we are working with one group of 12 
players using 20 numbered cups and 20 numbered poly spots - like the picture 
below.) Lay out your rope in a large circle (or other geometric shape) formation. 
Randomly set down your numbered spots (numbers up) so they are spaced out 
within the circle. Place a numbered cup, in the closed position, over each of the 
spots. Be sure the number on the bottom of the cup does not match the 
number on the spot.

Cup It Up - Chris Cavert & Barry W. Thompson
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When all the numbers on the spots are covered with cups bring your group over 
to the activity area and have them stand around the outside of the rope circle. 
Here is what we (generally) tell our groups. 

Working together, your objective is to cover each numbered spot, there is one 
under each cup, with its matching numbered cup as quickly and safely as 
possible. If any of the following parameters are violated the attempt in progress 
stops and time is set to zero - another attempt can be made once the cups are 
reset.

If you are providing only verbal directions to the group, share the Cup Switch 
Guidelines below. If you want to forego giving all the directions verbally, print the 
Guidelines below and give them to your group. After you share the overall 
objective with them they can read the rest of the guidelines and then answer their 
own questions (with a little help from you if needed).  

As always, feel free to adjust what you need to make the activity fit within your 
objectives.  

Cup It Up - Chris Cavert & Barry W. Thompson
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Cup Switch Guidelines 

1. A cup may only be picked up by a person inside the cup area. 

2. When the first person steps into the cup area, the time will start. 

3. No more than two people can step inside the cup area at any time. 

4. Each person in the cup area is allowed to pick up and set down 
ONE cup - the cup you pick up is the cup you set down.

5. Picking up a cup is the ONLY way the number on a spot can be 
revealed. 

6. The numbered spots must stay in their original location (i.e., no 
moving the numbers).

7. Cups must be placed back down on a numbered spot, completely 
covering the number on the spot. 

8. After placing a cup, the person must exit the cup area - both feet 
stepping completely outside of the cup area. 

9. When each cup is covering its matching number someone in your 
group must tell the timer, "We're Done!” At this point the time 
stops. 

10. Before the official time is given, all matches will be verified.

Cup It Up - Chris Cavert & Barry W. Thompson
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To verify the matches, we ask all the players to step inside the cup area and slide 
the cups to the side of the numbered spots and then step out of the area. After a 
quick scan, we can share the overall time or, if there is a mismatch, call the 
attempt “invalid”. 

When we have the time, and the group is willing and able, we ask them if they 
could do better (e.g., faster time, better process, whatever they want to improve 
upon). If so, ask the group to move off to the side away from the cup area (the 
objective here is to prevent participants from seeing the new setup) in order to 
plan for their next attempt. When the group is off planning, reset the cup area. 

We have found (so far) the fastest process is to quickly collect all the cups into 
one stack. Then, we move about a third of the numbered spots around after 
which we place a cup over each numbered spot - be sure the cup number does 
not match the spot number. When the cup area is reset we invite the group back 
over to stand outside the geometric shape. 

If the motivation is there, three or four rounds allows for opportunities to improve.   

Safety: We have yet to see any major safety issues with this one. The one thing 
we do tell the group is to be careful when exiting the cup area. If someone is 
moving out quickly there is a chance of colliding with another person.  

Facilitation: More often than not, after we present the directions to the activity, 
we hand someone in the group a copy of the Cup Switch Guidelines so they can 
refer to them when they have questions. 

As for the “timer” - the person who will be timing each Cup Switch attempt - you 
can volunteer your services to be the timer or have someone in the group be the 
timer. Decide what will be the most appropriate for the group in relation to their 
program objectives. 

Cup It Up - Chris Cavert & Barry W. Thompson
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As the facilitator, you will also need to make the choice to be the referee or allow 
the group to call their own parameter violations - whatever fits the best with the 
group’s objectives. As noted, any Guideline violations result in a restart. 

Depending on the group and who is calling the violations, there could be several 
resets of the cup area. So, be sure to get a good night’s rest and eat a healthy 
breakfast before the program.   

Observations/Questions:
1. Planning, overall and in the moment: 

A. What were some of the initial reactions to the activity after you heard 
the rules? 

B. How did these reactions contribute to the choices you made going 
into the activity?

2. Brainstorming and sharing ideas: 
A. How many of you had an idea about how to proceed with the 

challenge? Let’s see a show of hands. 
B. How many of you had the opportunity to shared your idea? 
C. How many of you did not have/take the chance to share your idea? 
D. What process could this group develop to make sure everyone had 

the opportunity to share their thoughts and ideas about something 
you were going to do together? 

3. Leadership dynamics towards planning: 
A. What did the planning look and sound like in the beginning? 
B. Did everyone understand the plan before you started the activity 

How do you know? 
C. Did the plan change during the activity? If so, in what way(s)? 
D. Why do you think plans change over the course of a task? 
E. Can anyone share an example of a plan changing at another point in 

your life, and why do you think it changed? 

Cup It Up - Chris Cavert & Barry W. Thompson
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4. Understanding roles and responsibilities: 
A. What roles and responsibilities did you discover to be necessary to 

your success?
B. What role did you play during the activity? Was it assigned to you or 

did you choose the role? What is your preferred choice - someone 
choosing for you, or choosing the role you want to take? 

C. Did your role change during the activity? If so, why did it change? 

5. Communication behaviors: 
A. What did the communication sound like and look like during the 

activity? 
B. What was working well for you in the area of communication? 
C. What one thing could be better about the way you communicated 

with each other? 

Variations: 
• Change Guideline #7 - this is a more challenging version of Cup Switch. 

Require participants to place cups on the numbered spots open end down. It 
will now be more challenging to remember which spots are covered by the 
matching cup. Here’s how we reword Guideline #7: “All cups must be placed 
back on the numbered spots open end down, completely covering the number 
on the spot”. 

• Place the numbered spots inside the rope circle so that even numbers are 
located on one side/half of the circle and odd numbers on the other half/side of 
the circle. We don’t make the split obvious with a space down the middle 
dividing the two sides, but you could. In this way, the group has an opportunity 
to discover that evens and odds are grouped together narrowing down the 
search area when looking for a particular number. 

• For a greater challenge, require participant pairs inside the cup area to pick up 
the cups at the same time (Thanks Ben V.) The Guidelines do not require this 
specific action, so if a pair inside the cup area chooses (figures out) the 
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strategy where one cup is lifted first, revealing the number, the partner can 
then pick up the matching cup of the number revealed and move the match to 
cover the number. When both cups are required to be picked up at the same 
time, more memorization of numbers is required, making this variation a 
greater challenge.

• Set up and play this one on a tabletop - one 
table for each group/team that is in play. This 
is a good set up for larger sized groups (more 
than 16 players). Each table set up can have 
six to 10 players around it. Tables, since they 
are higher off the floor, make the activity more 
accessible to different ability levels (and, age 
ranges). 

Cup It Up - Chris Cavert & Barry W. Thompson
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Distancing Notes: This one is set up so each player is on a spot.
When two players go into the circle, be sure to monitor spacing - 
and the group can help with this because they can be watching 
the two players inside the circle. 
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TARGET DILEMMA
Activity Objective: !e group scores as 
many points as possible with the resources 
provided. 

Facilitated Objective: cooperation, planning 
and implementation, brainstorming, active 
engagement, critical thinking, peer pressure, 
goal setting, community, challenge with 
choice, confidence, strategizing, phantom 
rules (false beliefs), resource management, 
and task pressure

Procedure 
Set out one piece of webbing in a straight line to be the toss/throw line (T-line). Tie the 3 

other webbing lengths into individual circles and place them at increasing distances from the 
T-line (see photo). Base the distance of the webbing circles on the challenge level of the group. 
!e T-line and circles cannot be moved once the activity begins.

Tossing an object into the closest circle (circle #1) is worth one point, the second circle (#2) 
is worth five points, the third (#3) ten points. !e objective is to gain as many points as possible.

Explain that each tossable can only be thrown one time, and each throw must originate 

Needs & Numbers: You will need four 15-foot 
lengths of tubular webbing or rope (di"erent colors 
are nice but not necessary) and some safe tossable 
objects (rollable objects o"er a greater level of 
challenge). Start with the same number of tossables 
as there are players and adjust as needed (see 
Variations). Play in an open space of at least 20 x 50 
feet for 10 to 14 players—multiple groups can play 
if you have the space and equipment. 

Time: 20 to 30 minutes 

from behind the T-line. Every player in the group 
is allowed to touch only one tossable one time. For 
example, if Barry picks up a tossable and accidently 
drops it, he cannot touch it again or any other 
tossable for that matter. 

It's up to the players to decide how they want 
to achieve the highest point total possible for the 
activity within the guidelines. Be sure to let them 
try this one a few times for the best possible score. 
(As far as I know, 10 times the number of tossables 
would achieve the highest possible points.)

Safety 
!ere could be emotional safety issues around 

the pressure to succeed with “everyone” watching. As 
always, be mindful of participants and address needs 
as they arise. I don’t program activities with a lot of 
“standing around”—this aspect of Target Dilemma 
can place self-imposed pressure on some throwers.  
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Facilitation
!e dynamics of this straight-forward activity make it interesting. It is usually assumed that 

everyone has to throw a tossable because there are the same number of tossables as people. 
Watch players as they set up a throwing order, deciding who goes first, second, and so on up 
to the last thrower. !en, there are the paradigm shifts within a group: Does everyone need to 
stay behind the T-line? Could someone catch a tossable near the 10-point circle and set it down 
inside the circle (this will eliminate the highest possible score, but it might produce a better 
score)? Could someone (or two people) blow a tossable into one of the circles? !ere are a wide 
range of possibilities ….

Observations/Questions
t� )PX�EJE�ZPVS�HSPVQ�EFDJEF�UIF�UPTTJOH�PSEFS�GPS�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �8FSF�UIFSF�WPMVOUFFST �8IZ�

did people choose to (or not to) volunteer? 
t� 8IP�EJEO�U�WPMVOUFFS �)PX�EJE�UIFTF�QFPQMF�LOPX�JU�XBT�UIFJS�UVSO�UP�UISPX �8IBU�

prevents people from volunteering for things? 
t� 8IBU�XFSF�UIF�MJNJUT�MJNJUBUJPOT�PG�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �8IP�TFU�UIF�MJNJUBUJPOT �8IBU�MJNJUBUJPOT�

did you set for yourself?
t� %JE�ZPV�GFFM�TVQQPSUFE�EVSJOH�ZPVS�UVSO �)PX�EJE�UIF�HSPVQ�DPOUSJCVUF�UP�ZPVS�GFFMJOHT �

What did you learn from your “throwing” experience? 
t� 0WFS�UIF�EJĉFSFOU�BUUFNQUT�BU�BDIJFWJOH�UIF�IJHIFTU�QPTTJCMF�TDPSF�XIBU�EJE�ZPV�MFBSO �
t� 8BT�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ�GBJS�GPS�FWFSZPOF �8IZ �8IZ�OPU �8IBU�DPVME�IBWF�NBEF�JU�GBJS 
t� 8IBU�EP�ZPV�LOPX�BCPVU�ZPVS�HSPVQ�UIBU�ZPV�EJEO�U�LOPX�CFGPSF �8IBU�EP�ZPV�LOPX�

about yourself that you didn’t know before or had forgotten about yourself? 
t� 	6TFE�XJUI�7BSJBUJPO�CFMPX��%JE�FWFSZPOF�HFU�B�DIBODF�UP�UPTT �%JE�BOZ�PG�UIF�UPTTFST�

decline any more tossing attempts after the initial round? Why? If you were not a tosser, 
what did you do? What possible roles could you have taken on during the activity?)

Variations
Provide less tossable objects than group members—9 tossables for 12 players. If the group 

does not make any significant paradigm shifts, it is interesting to watch (and talk about) how 
players “got out of” throwing an object. 

Provide a variety of objects that present di"erent levels of throwing (and rolling) challenges.
Don’t include the stipulation, “!e T-line and circles cannot be moved once the activity 

begins.” See if the group makes a shift in thinking—stacking all the webbing circles on top of 
each other close to the tossing line would lead to more possible points per toss. 

Additional Ideas:
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Distancing Notes: There will be free movement during this one. So, monitor 
spacing using a sound (e.g., cow bell) to keep player aware.) 
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KNOT AROUND HERE   

Activity Objective: Players move a knot tied in an activity rope 
360 degrees around a circle without using their hands. 

Facilitated Objective: communication, cooperation, planning 
and implementation, brainstorming, empathy, active engage-
ment, helping (providing, asking for and accepting), peer pres-
sure, commitment (over-commitment), voice (asking for needs), 
community, risk (what risk is involved), self-talk (what people 
say in their heads and not to others), and creativity

Needs & Numbers: You need 
40 to 60 feet of activity rope or 
webbing for a group of 10 to 
20 participants and a timing 
device. Optional needs include 
a few webbing circles or hula-
hoops (see Variations). 

Time: 20 to 30 minutes 

Procedure 
Tie the ends of your rope (or webbing) together, making a large rope circle (use a fisherman’s 

knot for rope or a water knot for webbing).  
Have your group circle up. Set up the rope circle so each participant is holding the rope 

in front of them with everyone equidistant from each other. !en ask players to step forward, 
bring the rope up over their heads, down behind their backs, and rest it behind them about belt 
level or at the small of the back. !e group then backs up enough to pull the rope circle tight. 
WARNING: Caution your group about tugging and pulling on the rope, as this could cause un-
necessary complications. Once the rope is set behind the players, they are in position for the fol-
lowing challenges, depending on the objectives you are working toward and the time available.

Challenge One: Challenge the players to see how many di"erent (safe) ways they can move 
the activity rope around the circle without using hands or arms. Say something like, “Find 
as many ways as you can to move the knot 360 degrees around the group (or 180 degrees, 

if time is short).” Or give them a 
time limit, “…within the next 15 
minutes.” If cultivating innova-
tive behaviors is a group goal, 
push the bounds of creativity 
by giving them 30 minutes to 
find as many ways as possible to 
move the knot. Usually, there is 
a flurry of work for the first 15 
minutes with a number of obvi-
ous options, then a bit of a lull, 
followed by a surge of creative 
ideas. 

!e process can end after 
this first challenge with a good 
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debrief about innovative behaviors. Or, after having explored a number of ways to move the 
knot around, ask players to choose, by consensus, one option and use it to move the knot 
around as quickly as possible. Tell them they have 3 opportunities to produce the fastest 
possible time. 
Challenge Two: Ask your group to specifically “roll” the rope around the circle, moving 
the knot 360 degrees as quickly and safely as possible. Rolling involves each person turning 
in place (or as in place as possible), causing the rope to move like a chain moves around a 
sprocket. Provide multiple opportunities to produce the best possible time. 

Safety 
Overall, both challenges are relatively safe as long as participants are careful about how they 

manipulate the rope (or webbing). Some younger participants have a tendency to “tug-of-war” 
the rope, creating some safety issues. I am mindful to correct this behavior or remove the rope 
and move on to another activity. Again, as with all activities, the right group the right time. 

Facilitation
What I like about the timed dynamic of Challenge Two is the concept of voice, especially 

during the rolling movement. For some, spinning around quickly is not comfortable and for most 
of us unstable. When time is a factor, participants may step out of the activity (exercising choice) 
rather than speak up for what they need (e.g., “Please keep it slow so I can keep up without 
losing my lunch.”) !e challenge is “quickly and safely,” not lightning fast. (I don’t program this 
activity after a meal!) !e question is, “Will people ask for what they need?” 

Keep an eye out for those pushing themselves into an uncomfortable place. !is behavior 
could lead to safety issues. If needed, stop your group for a "mid-view" talk in order to explore 
what is happening. As always, safety first!

Observations/Questions
t� )PX�NBOZ�XBZT�EJE�ZPV�VTF�UP�NPWF�UIF�LOPU�BSPVOE �8IFSF�EJE�UIFTF�JEFBT�PSJHJOBUF �
t� -FU�T�MPPL�BU�FBDI�NPWFNFOU�JEFB�BOE�FYQMPSF�UIF�EZOBNJDT��8IBU�CFIBWJPST�UPPL�QMBDF�

during each movement? Did everyone “buy in” to each? Why or why not? 
t� 8BT�UIFSF�B�NPWFNFOU�JEFB�PVU�UIFSF�UIBU�XBTO�U�TIBSFE �8IZ �
t� 8BT�UIFSF�BO�JEFB�TIBSFE�XJUI�XIJDI�QFPQMF�XFSF�OPU�DPNGPSUBCMF �8IBU�IBQQFOFE �8IZ�

did you go along with an idea that made you uncomfortable? 
t� 8IBU�XFSF�TPNF�iLFZ�NPNFOUTw�PG�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ �8IBU�NBEF�UIFN�iLFZ�NPNFOUT w��
t� 8BT�UIFSF�BOZ�QBSUJDVMBS�NPWFNFOU�UIBU�DBVTFE�BOZ�QIZTJDBM�EJTDPNGPSU �8IBU�EJE�ZPV�EP�

about this—what behaviors took place? Why did these behaviors take place? What other 
possible behavior choices could have taken place? 

t� 8IFO�ZPV�FODPVOUFS�TPNFUIJOH�VODPNGPSUBCMF�JO�ZPVS�FWFSZEBZ�MJGF�IPX�EP�ZPV�
respond? Does this behavior serve you or hinder you? How can you use this information? 

t� *O�SFUSPTQFDU�XIBU�CFIBWJPST�XPVME�MFBE�UP�UIF�HSFBUFTU�QPTTJCMF�TVDDFTT�GPS�FWFSZPOF�JO�
this group if you were to try Knot Around Here one more time? 
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Variations
Use a number of webbing lengths to make the circle you need, and designate which of the 

knots is the one to watch. You might tie a bandana over one of the knots for easy tracking. 
Provide 15-foot pieces of tubular webbing tied at the ends using a water knot or hula-hoops 

for every other person to stand in. Players standing in one of these small circles can make any 
movements while in the circle but may not move out of the circle. Note: When playing Knot 
Around Here without restrictions, players tend to move (or wander) in the direction they are 
turning, thus moving the proximity of the circled rope. !is is not a problem, just another 
dynamic. 

Additional Ideas
!e knots suggested for tying the circle are demonstrated on YouTube™ or Google Video—

simply type in the knot for which you are looking.
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Distancing Notes: Players will be set up in their own areas (e.g., hula hoop), 
so spacing should not be an issue. If you don’t use an ‘area-object’ (hula hoop
or other prop), monitor the player’s drift potential. Stop the activity if players
are closing in on each other and re-set the positions. 
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FASTBALL  

Activity Objective: Players are challenged 
to move a safe tossable object to each 
person as quickly as possible. 

Facilitated Objective: cooperation, 
communication, brainstorming, problem 
solving, goal setting, failing forward (trial 
& error), and phantom rules (false beliefs)

Needs & Numbers: One timing device and one 
safe tossable object is needed for a group of 8 to 
24 players. If game spots (like rope rings or poly 
spots) are available, have one for each player. 
However, spots are not required. 

Time: 15 to 30 minutes (depending on the level of 
paradigm shift thinking) 

Procedure
Circle up your group of players for directions (Note: A circle formation is not required for 

the activity,  but don't reveal this fact). Explain that everyone will stand on his or her spot. If 
physical game spots are not being used, simply tell everyone that “where you are standing when 
you catch the tossable object is your spot”—and say no more. (Note: !is “spot” concept is an 
important factor for this activity.) 

Once participants are standing on/in their spots, toss the object to someone in the group. 
Inform the group that this will be a timed activity. !e time starts when the first toss is made 
and stops when everyone is standing in the spot of the player each participant tossed the object 
to (e.g., if you toss to Peter, you need to end up standing in the spot Peter was standing on when 
he caught the object). 

The Rules (these should be simply stated): 
1.  Every player must toss AND catch the object at least once. 
2.  After tossing the object you must occupy the spot of the person you tossed it to. 
3.  No two people can occupy the same spot.
4.  (Optional) Tosses can be made 

to anyone other than the players 
standing to either side of you. 

This activity has turned out to be an in-
teresting discovery. At first the solution 
seems to be quite straightforward. How-
ever, its simplicity “is an outward sem-
blance that misrepresents” (disguises) 
the true nature of the activity. 

NOTE
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Safety
I have not observed any physical safety issues 

during this activity as the solution does not require 
fast movements. However, I have seen some groups 
get rather frustrated. Be sure to monitor the com-
munication so that you can step in if emotional safe-
ty is being compromised. 

Facilitation
Some groups may have a few questions before 

they get started. Most can be answered by referring 
back to the directions. !e answer to questions like, 
“Do we have to stay in a circle formation?” depend 
on the situation. I answer based on the amount of 
time I have for the activity—less restrictions to an 
activity tend to extend its time to completion.

When I throw the object in to start the game, it 
is sometimes a random choice; other times, I choose 
someone who might benefit from a leadership expe-
rience. However, this does not guarantee this per-
son assumes the leadership role.   

(If you want to try this one first, do not read 

on.) You might be asking, “What’s the big 

deal? Seems like a pretty easy task.” Here’s 

the rub—if players choose to move to 

the spot of the players to which they have 

tossed immediately, the activity will not end; 

it becomes a perpetual loop. Think about 

it. No spot can be occupied by more than 

one player, so movement would have to be 

continuous. Now, look at rule three. It says, 

“After tossing…” but it does not specify pre-

cisely when. So, to complete the activity, fol-

lowing the rules (as far as I have determined 

to this point), all tosses should be made 

first AND THEN everyone moves to his or 

her designated spot and time stops! Hmm, 

interesting. Have a go. See what you think.

SPOILER ALERT

Observations/Questions
t� 8IBU�XBT�ZPVS�JOJUJBM�SFBDUJPO�UP�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�BGUFS�JU�XBT�QSFTFOUFE �%JE�UIJT�SFBDUJPO�

change over time? Why?
t� )PX�XFSF�ZPV�MJNJUFE�EVSJOH�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ �8IP�HBWF�ZPV�UIPTF�MJNJUT �	/PUF��-JNJUT�PUIFS�

than the rules for the activity could be explored as “phantom rules.” Who sets these rules?) 
t� ͳJOL�CBDL�UP�BOZ�PG�UIF�QMBOOJOH�TFTTJPOT�ZPV�IBE�XIBU�EJE�UIFZ�TPVOE�MJLF �-PPL�MJLF �

How were ideas shared during the planning session(s)? How could the planning session(s) 
have been more e"ective? 

t� 8IBU�XFSF�TPNF�PG�UIF�DIBMMFOHFT�ZPV�FODPVOUFSFE�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �8IBU�XFSF�TPNF�
of the surprises you encountered? Describe what happened within the group when the 
challenges and surprises were encountered. 

t� %JE�BOZPOF�GPSFTFF�UIF�TPMVUJPO�UP�UIJT�DIBMMFOHF �*G�TP�XIZ�XBT�UIJT�GPSFTJHIU�OPU�TIBSFE�
(or heard)? And if it was heard, why was it not considered? 

t� %JE�BOZPOF�GFFM�iUSJDLFEw�BU�BOZ�UJNF�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �&YQMBJO�IPX�ZPV�CFMJFWF�ZPV�
were tricked? Where do you think this feeling comes from? How might this feeling help 
you? How might this feeling hinder you? 

t� "SF�XF�BCMF�UP�GPSFTFF�UIF�PVUDPNFT�PG�BMM�UIBU�XF�QMBO �	0G�DPVSTF�OPU�
�8IBU�BSF�TPNF�
behaviors you would like to consider keeping when unforeseeable instances occur? And, 
what behaviors would you like to avoid during such instances?  
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Variation
Hand everyone a spot. After the directions are given, have the group decide what 

configuration they want to make. A circle is still a possibility but not a requirement. I have seen 
two lines facing each other, which avoids possible complications of rule two as tosses are made 
across to the other line. A scattered formation is also interesting—no one is directly to the right 
or left if set up with this in mind. 

Fastball can also be a good group goal-setting activity. !ere have been instances where I 
impose a goal of a very low time as a way to (hopefully) get the participants to make a shift in 
thinking.  

Additional Ideas:
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Distancing Notes: This is set up with game spots at a safe distance between 
players, but there will be some movement from spot to spot. Remind players
of the expectations and use a sound, if needed, to manage awareness - 
especially if multiple groups are playing at once. 
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PRESSURE COOKER 

Procedure
!is activity can be performed either in a classroom setting or outside. Set up a boundaried 

area big enough for your group members to move around comfortably (at least in the beginning). 
Randomly place, within the confines of the area, a set of numbers from 1 to the number of 
participants in the group. Assign each participant a number that relates to one of the numbers 
in the area and ask him or her to put one foot on that number.

Challenge players to move through the entire set of numbers while staying within the 
boundary area. Each person in the group, starting from his or her initial number, must move 
through all the numbers in sequential order—touching each number along the way—until 
everyone is back to his or her original number. For example, in a group of 12, someone will be 
starting on number eight, then move to number 9, then 10, 11, and 12, then transition to number 

Shared by Neil Mercer

1, then 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, back to 8. Everyone starts 
moving on “GO!” !e timer stops when the last 
person returns to his or her original number. 

Depending on the time available and the 
group’s energy, allow a certain number of 
attempts for the best possible time. Neil gives 
this possible scenario as well: Avoid suggesting 
a planning time. Simply tell the group they have 
3 attempts within 20 minutes to achieve the 
fastest time. !is often creates a sense of urgency 
resulting in minimal planning. However, in most 
cases, it’s proper planning that leads to better 
times—it’s the going-slow-to-go-fast idea.

Safety 
I have yet to observe any safety issues with 

this one. I tend to keep the numbers relatively 

Activity Objective: Each participant in the 
group touches all the available numbers in 
order based on where each person begins. 

Facilitated Objective: brainstorming, 
cooperation, communication, planning 
and implementation, critical thinking, 
leadership, followership, practice/rehearsal, 
task pressures, and strategizing

Needs & Numbers: You’ll need a set of numbered 
index cards or flat spots—at least one number per 
player and a timing device. If movement needs to be 
limited, use boundary markers. !is plays well with 
10 to 20 people. Multiple groups can play simulta-
neously, each competing for their own best time. 

Time: 20 to 30 minutes (depending on the number 
of attempts) 
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close to one another (about 3 to 4 feet). A greater distance apart could increase the potential for 
greater speed. 

Facilitation
I’ve seen a number of strategies that lead to success. One strategy (not often realized) is to 

move the numbers (the directions don't prohibit this) and then complete the task. When groups 
come up with this easy and quick solution, I then challenge them to complete the task without 
moving the numbers. If you don’t have time for your group to explore multiple strategies, your 
initial directions should include that the numbers cannot be moved. 

Observations/Questions
t� *O�MPPLJOH�CBDL�BU�BMM�UIF�USJFT�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�IPX�XPVME�ZPV�SBUF�ZPVS�TVDDFTT�BT�B�

group? What do you “believe” about success?
t� 8IBU�EJE�UIF�QMBOOJOH�MPPL�MJLF�GPS�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �%JE�FWFSZPOF�GFFM�JODMVEFE �8IFO�EJE�

you plan? When didn’t you plan? 
t� )PX�XFSF�JEFBT�TIBSFE�JO�UIF�HSPVQ �8BT�UIFSF�BOZ�MFBEFSTIJQ�DBMMJOH�GPS�JEFBT�PS�XBT�UIF�

leadership simply giving ideas? What’s the di"erence? 
t� %JE�ZPV�DPOTJEFS�IPX�ZPVS�TUSBUFHZ�BĉFDUFE�PUIFS�HSPVQ�NFNCFST �)PX�EJE�ZPVS�BDUJPOT�

a"ect others? 
t� %PFT�BOZPOF�IBWF�BOZ�JEFBT�UIBU�EJEO�U�HFU�TIBSFE�PS�IFBSE�UIBU�NJHIU�IBWF�NBEF�UIF�

time faster? (!is type of question provides some space for the quiet voices to be heard.)
t� )PX�EJE�UIF�HSPVQ�XPSL�BSPVOE�UIF�iUPVDIw�JTTVF�	TFF�WBSJBUJPOT�CFMPX
 �8BT�UIFSF�B�

group plan or was everyone on his or her own? 
t� 8IBU�UPPMT�BOE�PS�TLJMMT�EJE�ZPV�MFBSO�BOE�PS�VTF�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�UIBU�DPVME�CF�VTFGVM�

to you in the future?

Variation
!e smaller the playing space, the more challenging it seems to be.
Adding a few extra numbers can increase the time involved and e"ect strategies.
Players are not allowed to touch other players during the activity—each touch results in a 

5-second time addition. (Good discussion about integrity with this variation.)
Could a group perform this one with the numbers down? Initially, players look at their 

number (turning it over to look), then place the number face down again. With this initial 
knowledge, players help each other get through the numbers. Possible? 

Can the players pick up the numbers and pass numbers in order? How would that be allowed 
in the directions you give? (Or, the directions you don’t give?)

Additional Ideas:
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Distancing Notes: There can be a lot of proximity issues with this one
if playing with a large group. Be sure to provide a lot of spacing between
the numbered spots to spread players out more. If ‘closeness’ issues are 
a concern, or become a concern, avoid or stop this one and do something
else. 
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PRESSURE PLAY TOO
Activity Objective: !e group is 
challenged to move through several 
card sequences at the same time, 
starting and ending at a central “home” 
position. 

Facilitated Objective: brainstorming, 
cooperation, communication, planning 
and implementation, critical thinking, 
leadership, and followership. Explore 
concepts of helping, practice/rehearsal 
and strategy/strategizing

Needs & Numbers: Each player needs one spot 
marker. You also need a timing device and one deck 
of playing cards (card size can impact the challenge 
level of the activity). Mark a "home" area with a large 
webbing/rope circle or floor tape (the basketball jump 
circle in a gym works). !is plays well with at least 20 
participants and can be played with up to 56 with one 
deck of cards; however, consider that more players 
increase the waiting-time per player in each round.

Time: 20 to 40 minutes (depending on the number of 
rounds played)

Procedure
About the cards: Before the activity, arrange the deck of cards face-down so that all numbers 

or letters are together (e.g., all the Aces on top, then all 2s, all 3s, and so on). 
Begin the activity by establishing a home area that can accommodate at least 4 players, 

with room to move. Next, place the game spots. Gather the group at the home spot and give 
each player a game spot. Ask players to spread out from home and find a place for their spot—
indicate the minimum and maximum distance they should go from the home area. Have them 
space the spots at least 5 feet apart (distance may vary based on your facilitated objectives). 
Adjust spots as needed, asking permission to do so from the placers (see diagram). Keep in 
mind that the further the spots are 
from the home area, the more time 
the activity will take. Once spots are 
set, ask everyone to return to the 
home area. 

Give out a card, starting with 
the aces at the top of the deck, to all 
but 4 people in the group—players 
can look at their card. Four people 
will not be holding a card at the 
onset of the activity. 

Now have players do the blind 
shu"e. !is is where participants 
walk around and exchange cards 
with one another, without looking 
at the faces of any cards, until I say, 
“STOP!” Before starting explain that 

Safe Game Spots

Home

kk
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they are not to look at the face of any card before, during, or after the shu"e. !e players without 
cards are included—exchanging one card between the person with and the person without a 
card. (If anyone accidentally looks at his or her card, do a few more exchanges to mix things up, 
and remind participants to not look at their cards until instructed to do so.) 

Once shu"ed, ask the 4 participants without a card to step into the home area. Assign (or 
allow them to choose) a di#erent suit—Clubs, Spades, Hearts, or Diamonds—to each of the 4 
of them. !en explain that the players with cards in hand will go out into the playing area and 
stand on a game spot—one person per spot. (Participants are not allowed to look at their cards 
until you say “GO!”). Any person holding a card during the activity must be standing on a game 
spot. Any person without a card can move freely within the playing area once the time starts. 

On “Go,” time starts, and the cards can be revealed. At this point, the 4 players in the home 
area will each go (i.e., moving safely) to the person holding the Ace of their chosen suit. !ey 
will take this person's card and stand on this person's spot. !e person now without a card goes 
to the 2 of his or her respective suit to take the card and stand on the 2 spot. !e person who 
was holding the 2 now moves to the person holding the 3, takes the card and the spot, and so on 
until the person that was holding the highest card is without a card. !is last person now moves 
safely (emphasize safely!) back to the home area. !e card exchanging of all suits is happening 
simultaneously. When all four participants without a card have safely returned to the home 
area, time stops. !is first round establishes a base-line from which the group can gauge future 
attempts at the activity. 

Give the group planning time before each round, allowing them to look at cards while they 
plan. When players are ready to attempt another round, ask them to do a blind shu"e (cards 
faces down) until you say, “STOP!” After each round, gather everyone back to the home area 
to discuss (e.g., debrief, review, process) what took place during the activity and how they plan 
to attempt the next round. !ree or four rounds usually produces plenty of discussable results.  

Safety 
Point out that there will be some fast locomotor movements, and ask players to be mindful 

of their surroundings and use a speed that keeps everyone safe. 

Facilitation
Depending on the size of your group, you might need only 3 suits from the deck (when 

dealing out the 3 suits leave three players without a card—but you knew that right!). With 
younger participants, you might only use 2 suits. !e more movement there is, the more 
complex the activity. So, consider the objectives of your group and decide how many movers 
should be in the playing area at one time. 

!ere was no direction that stipulated the game spots could not be moved. If you don’t 
want the spots moved, be sure to add the rule. On this note, there was also no limit to verbal 
communication during a blind shu"e. Potentially, players could say what is on their card as it 
is passed to the next person. With this information the plan and the ultimate process might 
become more e$cient.
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Observations/Questions:
t� )PX�EP�ZPV�UIJOL�UIF�QMBOOJOH�XFOU�GPS�UIF�JOJUJBM�SPVOE�PG�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �%JE�ZPV�HFU�UP�

share your idea? Why? Why not? 
t� 0O�B�TDBMF�PG���UP���IPX�XPVME�ZPV�SBOL�ZPVS�JOJUJBM�QMBO�	��CFJOH�EJEO�U�HP�XFMM�BU�BMM
 �

What did you discover about the plan after you gave it a try? 
t� 8IBU�EJE�ZPV�EP�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�UP�CF�IFMQGVM�UP�ZPVS�HSPVQ�PS�UP�B�QBSUJDVMBS�

person? Did your helpfulness turn out the way you intended? 
t� %JE�BOZPOF�PĉFS�UP�IFMQ�ZPV�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �%JE�ZPV�BDDFQU�UIF�IFMQ �)PX�EJE�UIBU�HP�

for you? If you decided not to use the help, how did that turn out for you? 
t� 8IBU�XFSF�UIF�EJĉFSFOU�SPMFT�QFPQMF�QMBZFE�EVSJOH�UIF�BDUJWJUZ �8IBU�XFSF�TPNF�PG�UIF�

positive and negative influences of each of these roles during the activity? 
t� 8IBU�JOnVFODFE�BOZ�DIBOHFT�JO�QMBOT�PWFS�UIF�EJĉFSFOU�SPVOET �8IP�TVQQPSUFE�UIF�

changes? Who did not support the changes? How could you tell someone didn’t support 
plan changes? How does this information help you move into the future? 

t� %P�ZPV�CFMJFWF�UIJT�BDUJWJUZ�XBT�B�TVDDFTT�GPS�ZPV �)PX�EP�FBDI�PG�ZPV�NFBTVSF�TVDDFTT �*G�
there are di#erent ways of measuring success, how do you know you are successful? 

t� /PX�UIBU�XF�SF�EPOF�XJUI�UIF�BDUJWJUZ�MFU�T�UBLF�TPNF�UJNF�UP�TIBSF�NPSF�JEFBT�BCPVU�IPX�
the challenge could be attempted. What are some ways you could be sure to share more 
ideas during planning stages in the future? What are the positive and negative aspects of 
sharing a lot of ideas before getting started?  

Variations 
Use di#erent sized decks of cards, mixing together suits of di#erent sized cards (e.g., mini 

cards, standard size, and jumbo cards).
Play without talking.
Players in the playing area (outside of the home area) without a card, must close their eyes. 

If your group attempts this unsighted variation, consider keeping the spots closer to home (or 
it could take a really long time).

Use di#erent sets of cards that have a known progression. I’m sure there is some wonderful 
academic content that would work here (e.g., planets, life cycles, food chains). 

Consider setting up the deck so that one or two suits have more cards than the other suits. 
!is can simulate life experiences where some finish first and others are still working. What 
happens within the group when this takes place? (!is might work best when you know exactly 
how many participants you will have in your group.) 

If you want to add a fitness related component to your team building, players will experience 
longer cardio bouts of exercise with spots further apart.
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Distancing Notes: Be sure to provide more spacing between spots during 
set up for this one since there will be some players moving around between
other standing players. Monitor spacing while there is movement and if this
is uncomfortable with the players, avoid this one.  



Leadership Walk  
(This is a variation of Sherpa Walk from Karl Rohnke - Silver Bullets)  
 
Needs & Numbers: You’ll need an interesting area to take an adventure 
walk – wooded path, nature trail, hallways with stairs, combination of indoor 
and outdoor walk, etc. If no human contact is a consideration, some 
facilitators like to use an activity rope (or two) as a tether for participants to 
hold on to instead of placing hands on shoulders. Plays well with 8 to 24 
players for 20 to 30 minutes.  
 
Process: First you might need to split your group into two smaller groups if 
you have more than 16 participants. Also, if you create two groups you will 
need a facilitator with each group (it is advisable to have a facilitator present 
with each group you form).  
 
When the group is (or groups are) ready have them choose, by consensus 
and agreement (also by the ones chosen) two players to be the leaders of 
the first leg of the Leadership Walk. When the leaders are chosen they step 
out of the group. The part of the group being lead will get into a single-file 
line, place their right hands in the shoulders of the players in front of them 
and then close their eyes.  
 
One of the challenges for the group members will be to keep their eyes 
closed until the “destination” is reach. (However, if anyone, at any time, 
needs to open his/her eyes, he/she can do so.)  
 
When the group is ready for the adventure (eyes closed), the leaders use 
their “communication” skills (talking and touching shoulders are allowed – 
you can tell them this or not) to lead the group on the Walk. The facilitator 
with the group will visually (e.g., pointing) show the leaders what path they 
want them to take – this will depend on “where” the group is at in their 
development together. Keep in mind, the more interesting the walk the better 
the experience. However, you also want to keep it safe so the trust level is 
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going up not down. Remember, the facilitator (that’s you) is ultimately 
responsible for the group!  
 
Back to the walk. After a several minutes (e.g., 4 or 5), verbally stop the 
group and ask the players being lead to open their eyes. At this point you 
can open a feedback session about how the leaders did during the walk. 
(You might need to do some skill building around feedback before this activity 
if needed.) The idea is to provide information about leadership – what is 
needed and what is helpful. The ultimate goal (as you know) is to use this 
information in the future – which is coming right up. When the discussion is 
concluded the group chooses two more leaders for the next leg of the walk. 
And so the process repeats.  
 
Allow an opportunity for each player to be a leader if they choose (of course) 
– one player might need to go a second time with a partner if there is an odd 
number of players in the group.  
 
Facilitation Notes: One of the facilitated objectives for Leadership Walk is 
to find out what leadership qualities are important to group members - this 
should be picked up through the feedback conversations.  
 
Variations:  

• We have also done this activity with all the players closing their eyes, 
right hand on shoulders. The leadership here is the player in front. The 
facilitator uses physical contact with the first leader to direct the path. 
After a minute or so, rotate the last player in line up to the front (this 
rotation seems to be the most interesting because the back player 
always seems to know what the leader should be doing!?). 
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Distancing Notes: When walking in a group, have players hold on to a 
rope with ‘loop’ handles tied into the rope at least 6-feet (2 m) apart. 

When ‘blind’ walking in pairs, be sure to monitor spacing between partners
with verbal reminders or a sound (e.g., cow bell). 
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Virtual Postcards  
(Adapted from, Quicksilver by Rohnke & Butler, know as Picture Postcards) 
 
Needs & Numbers: No equipment needed, you just need “sitting around” 
space. Works well with 6 to 12 participants in a group for 15 to 25 minutes. 
If you have more than 12 participants, consider dividing your group into 
smaller discussion groups in order to decrease the overall (focus) time of the 
experience.  
 
Process: At the end of the program day ask each participant to create a 
virtual postcard in his/her head:  

• Choose an image (or images) from the day's program that will be the 
picture(s) for the front of the postcard, something that each person 
would like to show someone else (some people like to do those split 
postcards with multiple pictures - perfectly okay. Limit this to three 
pictures for the sake of sharing time). 

• On the back (virtually) write out who you are going to send it to in the 
address section. 

• Finally, (virtually) write out what you want to say to this person with the 
space available (there is about a 3-inch by 4-inch space on a postcard).  

 
After giving the group some contemplation time, go around and have 
participants (those willing) verbally share their postcard with the group - start 
with the picture (image) from the day, then who it's being sent to and then 
the message that's included.  
 
Variations: There is a similar activity in, Reflective Learning* where the 
participants review the day with the facilitator as if they were watching a film. 
Then, from that film they each choose a picture they would like to “cut out,” 
frame, and hang on their wall. They also are asked to share what this picture 
will remind them of. (Reflective Learning has a number of other no-prop types 
of debriefing activities.) 
 
*Reflective Learning: Theory and Practice (2000), Sugerman, Doherty, Garvey & Gass 
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Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: Set up players on safely distanced spots in small discussion
pods for processing discussions. If you are working with one group of up to 12
players, you can stand or sit on a circle of spots, safely spaced, and be able to 
have a processing discussion - players should be able to hear each other.
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#1 Picture Processing
The Traditional Use of Chiji Cards
Developed by Buzz Bocher, Dan Miller & Steven Simpson

!e original way to use Chiji 
Cards is as a processing or 
debrie"ng tool immediately 
following an initiative or other 
experiential activity.  !e 
strengths of this original use 
are 1) it is easy for a facilitator 
to use, and 2) it involves a 
sharing circle so that every 
participant is gently invited to 
speak up.   

Common rules of a sharing circle 
(form a circle and have each person 
share a thought):
•  When it’s a person’s turn to speak, 

everyone else is quiet and gives 
that person full attention.

•  “Pass” is an acceptable answer, 
although people are encouraged 
to speak if they have something 
that they feel comfortable telling 
everyone else.

Summary: Each participant chooses and shares one card that 
represents some aspect of the activity just completed.  Picture 
Processing is designed so that every person makes at least one 
contribution to the facilitated discussion.

Needs & Numbers: One Chiji Deck is needed for a group of up to 
15 participants, along with a comfortable and quiet area for dis-
cussion.  If there are more than 15 participants, consider dividing 
the group in half and conducting concurrent sessions.  Give each 
subgroup a complete deck of Chiji Cards or randomly split a single 
deck and give each subgroup half.  

Time Line: 15 to 20 minutes—allow about 1 minute per participant.

Directions: Spread the cards, picture side up, and have the group 
sit around the cards so everyone can see them.  Give the following 
instructions: 
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Each person pick a card that, for some reason, describes your 
feelings about the last activity.  Choose carefully because, in 
about 60 seconds, I am going to ask you to name your card and 
explain why you chose that card.  !e feelings can be about you 
individually, the group, or the activity that we just "nished.  
!ey can be about old feelings that this activity reminded you 
of.  Take your choice seriously and give it a little thought.  By 
the way, two or more people can choose the same card.  If you 
and another person want to use the same card, move so you are 
sitting next to each other.

A#er all participants have picked their cards, group members 
take turns naming and explaining their chosen cards.  O$er the 
opportunity to pass if someone is not ready or simply does not 
want to share his or her card with the group.  Usually each person 
simply explains the metaphor derived from his or her card.  If 
appropriate, ask pertinent follow-up questions.  If you know 
the individuals in the group fairly well, try to steer them away 
from clichéd answers.  For example, you might say something 
like, “Tom, you are always cheerful.  I’m coming back to you in 
a minute or two, and I want more than ‘I picked the sun card 
because I was cheerful during the last activity.’  What else does the 
sun symbolize for you and this group?”  

Follow-Up:  In the above directions, participants were asked to 
choose a card that described their feelings.  Obviously feelings are 
only one of many topics to process with the cards.  !e following 
are samples of other directions:

Choose a card that best represents a positive attribute that 
showed up during the activity.
Choose a card (or two) that best represents an attribute that did 
not show up during the activity—an attribute that would have 
been useful to the group had it shown up.
Choose a card that best represents the lesson of the last activity. 
Choose a card that best summarizes the day [closing a day].
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Choose a card that best represents something you learned today 
that you would like to use in the future [closing a day].

Variations: One of the potential weaknesses of the traditional use 
of Chiji Cards is that a dozen or more people answer the same 
question.  !e responses sometimes become redundant.  Two ways 
to remedy this problem follow:

Variation 1/Pair Ups:  Have people in the group pair up and 
decide together on a card they both can relate to.  Give pairs 
time to discuss the card they chose.  !en, when each pair 
seems ready, have one person from the pair summarize their 
thoughts about the card with the whole group.  !is variation 
has two bene"ts:  1) if the group is large, it reduces the num-
ber of responses by half, and 2) the discussions that take place 
within the pairings as they decide which card to choose o#en 
enhance the quality of the answers. 

Variation 2/Quartering:  Not everyone has to answer the 
same question within a single sharing circle.  Depending on 
the size of the group, divide the circle into halves, thirds, or 
quarters.  !en have each group respond to a di$erent direc-
tive using the following instructions: 

Group 1, each person pick the card that best describes your 
feelings about the activity just completed.  Each person in 
Group 2, pick a card that represents your individual con-
tribution to the task.  Group 3, choose the card that…, and 
Group 4, pick the card that…. 

As you move around the circle to let people explain their 
cards, restate the question for that section.  It has been our 
experience to have someone say, “I liked Section 2’s question 
better than mine, so I answered that one instead.”  In most 
cases, this deviation from the stated instructions should be 
welcomed.  If Section 2’s question allows a person to say some-
thing that he or she needs to say, the sharing circle is working. 
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See Ya! Processing  
(This is a way to use the activity See Ya! as a processing tool.) 
 
Needs & Numbers: Ideally it is helpful to have a game spot for every 
participant - if there is an empty spot it need to be filled. However, small 
groups can stand around cones, a webbing circle or a chair. You can use 
this technique with any size group as long as you have the space. 
 
Process: Please see the full description of See Ya! in the Connections 
section of this PDF Pack. 
 
Instead of asking 'get-to-know-you' types of questions, often done in the 
beginning of a program, here are some questions you can ask at the close 
of a program to get people talking about the take-aways of the day and the 
memories they made. After players change to new groups, ask another 
question.  
 

• What thoughts did you have about this program before we got 
started? 

• What did you hope to get out of the program and did this happen?  
• Share something fun about the day with your group.  
• What will you remember the most from the program?  
• What is something you’re going to tell your family about today when 

you get home? 
• What is something you wish you would have tried today?  
• Share something you did that you didn’t think you would do today?  
• If you could change one thing you did today, what would it be?  
• What is something that happened today that built trust in the group? 
• What is something that happened today that lower the trust in the 

group?  
• Share a positive leadership quality you observed today? 
• Share a positive leadership quality you observed today? 
• If you had one 'do-over' for the day, what would it be? 
• What would you tell tomorrow’s group about what to expect? 

Chris Cavert
(In Part 3 Video) 

Chris Cavert
Distancing Notes: Spots are used to safely distance. Monitor movement when
players are moving to a new group. 



Where Do You Stand? 
(This is a processing version of, Are You More Like...? See the directions in 
the Connections section of this PDF Pack for more specifics if needed.) 
 
Needs & Numbers: You’ll need enough play area for everyone to have his 
or her own personal space. You will also want a long activity rope for the 
'Center' line. Works well with any number of players for 15 to 20 minutes as 
long as you have the room.  
 
Process: Set down the activity rope straight out in front of where you plan to 
stand - perpendicular to you. (If you don't have a rope, simply let everyone 
know there is an imaginary line in front of you splitting the area in half - a left 
side and a non-left side.) 
 
As in, Are You More Like...? You are going to ask a paired set of questions 
participants choose between. For example, "If you are more like chocolate 
stand to the right of the line, if you are more like vanilla, stand to the left of 
the line?" Then, to make a little more connection can say, "Look who is 
standing with you.....and who is not." If you want to deepen the connections 
even more, you can say, "Get together with one or two others and share with 
these people why you are more like the choice you made." (How deep you 
go will depend on program objective.) 
 
NOTE: I (Chris) also spend a little time discussion with my groups that our 
choices here are not about opposition, or opposing others. Our choices are 
about preference, difference of opinion and diversity. Woking to understand 
where others 'stand' will build empathy and may even help us learn new 
information that could/might change our minds and behaviors.  
 
Okay. Back to the game.  
 
In this processing version of Are You More Like...? You will simply be 
providing processing-related pairings and then taking the connections as 
deep as you want to go.  
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Levels of Depth 
Level 1: Have them make a choice and move to a side. (Nothing else said.) 
Level 2: Once at a side, say, "Look around, notice who is standing with you 
and notice who is not." (Simply notice, nothing else.) 
Level 3: Say, "Get together with one or two other people near you and share 
why you made your choice."  
Level 4: Publish Thoughts: "Who is willing to share your reasoning behind 
your choice with the group?" (Choose some participants willing to share.)  
 
Here are some examples: 
Stand to the right if you were challenged during the activity/day... 
 Stand to the left if you were not challenged by the activity/day. 
 
Stand to the right if you have a higher trust level with the group... 
 Stand to the left if your trust level is about the same or lower than when 
we started the day. 
 
Stand to the right if you enjoyed the activity/day... 
 Stand to the left if you did not enjoy the activity/day. 
 
Stand to the right if you wouldn't change a thing about the activity/day... 
 Stand to the left if there is something you would have liked to change. 
 
Stand to the right if you throught the communication within the group was 
really good during the activity/day... 
 Stand to the left if you thought the communication could have been 
much better. 
 
Stand to the right if you had the opportunity to help someone during the 
activity/day... 
 Stand to the left if you didn't get the chance to help anyone during the 
activity/day. 
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Variation: 
If you don't have a lot of room for safe movement. Simple have one answer 
raise a hand and the other keep hands down. For example, "Raise a hand if 
you thought the communication within the group was good and keep your 
hands down if you thought the communication could have been better." 
Then, be sure to say, "Look around to find out who is 'standing' with you and 
who is not." (Remembering, this is not about opposition, it's about difference 
or diversity - however you want to talk about it.)  
 
Take a Stand. Where do you stand? - What do this phrases mean? This is a 
good conversation to have.  
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Distancing Notes: Players are standing out in front of you - safely spaced. 
Then, monitor player movement when they’re switching sides. 



Listen/Talk Circles  
(This idea originated from, “The Book on Raccoon Circles” by Smith & Cain)  
 
Needs & Numbers: You’ll need one or more legths of tubular webbing (most 
commonly called, Raccoon Circles - they are about 15-feet long) or a long 
activity rope. Plays well with 8 to 16 participants. 
 
Process: During any sharing session that is appropriate, place a 
webbing/rope circle on the ground within the center of the group. The “inside” 
of the circle is the place for talking, while the “outside” of the circle is a place 
for listening and contimplation.  
 
After an activity, the rope circle is placed on the ground and everyone is 
asked to stand around the rope. Members of the group are invited to go into 
the circle when they have something to say, and then step out of the circle 
after they have shared their thoughts. As stated, when standing at the 
outside portion of the circle participants are listening to each other (listening 
is also allowed while standing inside of the circle too) and for formulating 
other thoughts. When all players are standing outside of the circle this is the 
indication that participants are done sharing their thoughts - the experience 
can be concluded. 
 
Facilitation Notes: As the facilitator, you can manage how turns to speak 
are taken. It could start with the first person to step into the circle and then 
move around to the left. Any process can work.  
 
What's nice about this is the choice factor. The facilitator does not have to 
continuously  ask, "Does anyone have something to add?" "Who would like 
to share their thoughts?" "Anything else?" When someone has somehting to 
say, he/she steps in, waits his/her turn, speaks, then steps out. No inquiry 
needed. When the inside of the circle is empty, it's time to move on.  
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Distancing Notes: Players are safely spaced around a circle. Then, they are 
only asked to step, one step, into the circle and then step back. So, spacing 
issues should not occur. 
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LINER QUOTES    

Activity Objective: Choose a 
quote that best relates to the 
current concept. 

Facilitated Objective: trust, 
communication, empathy, voice, 
community, challenge with 
choice, risk, fear, and rapport

Procedure
Liner Quotes were born, at least in my world, when it dawned on me that certain musical 

lyrics would be great for frontloading and debriefing concepts. So, over the past few years, I've 
listened to music a bit di!erently. Take a look at the liner quotes provided in this activity. If they 
fit your style, feel free to add them to your collection—then complete your set with additional 
quotes from your favorite songs. "ere are about 50 cards in my first set, but I learned from 
experience not to overwhelm participants with too many choices. "e group was more inter-
ested in discovering all the quotes than they were at choosing a quote that reminded them of 
something from our last activity. Minimizing the choices seemed to lend more focus to the task. 

Here are a Few Ways to Use the Quotes 

Ice-Breaker
Scatter the cards, quotes up, on the floor in the center of your circle of participants. Ask 

each person to choose a quote that reflects a certain value or belief the person holds. Ask 
participants to mingle around the room sharing their quotes and the meanings they have 

Needs & Numbers: A set of 35 to 50 Liner Quote Cards with a 
purposeful array of lyrical quotes (see examples). "e initial set 
that I created has quotes on each half of an 8 # x 11 sheet of pa-
per—two quotes per page. To spice it up a bit, I also used di!er-
ent borders and fonts. I’ve laminated my cards for long-term use. 
One set of cards works well with a group of 2 to 25 participants. 

Time: 20 to 30 minutes (depending on the number of players)

with one person at a time. 
Previewing a Program

Scatter the cards, quotes 
up, in the center of your circle 
of participants. Ask them to 
choose, by consensus, a quote 
(or two) that will remind them 
of an underlying principle or 
concept throughout their pro-
gram together. "is quote could 
become the “group motto” or 
“purpose statement” that will 
frame the group’s actions. 
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Previewing an Activity
Scatter the cards, quotes up, on the floor in the center of your circle of participants. Ask 

each person to choose a quote he or she believes will be something important to remember 
as the group moves forward into the next part of the program or the next activity. 

Mid-Viewing
"ere might be a time when your group could use a viewing break during an activity 

(e.g., when they are struggling to move forward). Scatter the cards, quotes up, and look for 
some inspiration for the group. 

Reviewing/Debriefing
Scatter the cards, quotes up, on the floor in the center of your circle of participants. 

Ask each person to choose a quote that reflects something they were reminded of or found 
important during the activity. In turn, have participants share their quotes and the meaning 
behind them. 

Blind Find Reviewing/Debriefing
Scatter the cards, quotes DOWN, on the floor in the center of your circle of partici-

pants. Ask each person to choose a card randomly (or, one that is intuitively “speaking” to 
them). With this selection, each participant is asked to interpret the meaning of the quote 
in relation to the activity just completed and a relevant learning. In turn, have participants 
share quotes and their interpretations. If a participant is struggling to interpret his or her 
quote, open it up to the group for possible meaning. 

 
Liner Quotes examples: 

“A simple reaching out might build a bridge that lasts.” !rough Your Hands, Don Henley
“When you’re tired of the same old story, turn some pages.” Keep on Rollin, REO Speedwagon
“I’ve got to give it all, to get it all to go.” Do Ya, ELO (electric light orchestra) 
“All we need is the truth.” Prayers for the Truth, Bill Miller
“It’s not having what you want, it’s wanting what you have.” Soak up the Sun, Sheryl Crow
“To be yourself is all that you can do.” Be Yourself, Audioslave
“You are not alone.” You Are Not Alone, Eagles
“Feel the rain on your skin, no one else can feel it for you.” Unwritten, Natasha Bedingfield
“No one else can speak the words on your lips.” Unwritten, Natasha Bedingfield
“Treat yourself in words unspoken.” Unwritten, Natasha Bedingfield
“Today is where your book begins—the rest is still unwritten.” Unwritten, Natasha Bedingfield
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Safety
No real physical safety considerations with using Liner Quotes. "e one thing that I do keep 

in mind is the possibility of an emotional reaction (e.g., a hurtful memory connection) to one of 
the lines on a card. Be ready to either work through the reaction if appropriate or provide the 
participant an opportunity to connect with you (or someone else) later if needed. 

Observations/Questions
Because the Liner Quote cards are more for prompting thoughts and reflection over other 

activities, I don’t tend to process the use of the cards.

Variations
If you are working with a group over a longer period of time, ask participants to bring in 

Liner Quotes from some of their favorite songs. Take some time to find out what the quotes 
mean to the participants sharing them. 

Additional Ideas:
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Distancing Notes: Monitor spacing while players are choosing a card - use 
a sound (e.g., cow bell) or vocal reminders since this will be quite roaming. 
Then have players sit with their ‘discussion’ small groups, safely spaced, to
talk about their cards.


